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HERITAGE AND THE ECONOMY
The world is changing more quickly than at any time in human history. Whether in
the oceans, on land, or in the world’s climate, the impact of human actions on our
earth is strikingly obvious. Previous editions of Heritage Outlook have reflected on
the fact that heritage here in Ireland is not a luxury but essential to our quality of
life and economy. Our ecosystems or nature’s services deliver vital goods and serv-
ices that we take for granted as we place no price on their contribution and the
goods they deliver are not traded on the stock exchange or market place. Yet, these
goods underpin our agriculture, forestry and tourism industries and are crucial to
human health and wellbeing today and in the future.

Recent research shows that in Ireland we tend to think that the loss of biodi-
versity and damage to our ecosystems is something that happens far away in
places like the rain forest and is reported on CNN. It is not something that happens
here in Ireland and we understand very little of the impact on our lives. For exam-
ple, only 1% of the Irish population understand that invasive species are a threat
to our biodiversity when it is one of the most significant contributors to biodiversi-
ty loss. The zebra mussel for example is impacting on our inland waterway habitats
using up nutrients necessary for the survival of native fish. In addition it increas-
es costs for boat owners and has caused serious problems and costs for water
works such as in Co. Fermanagh.

At a time of global economic crisis when we are under pressure to cut budgets
it is timely to remember how cost effective and strategic a small spend on heritage
can be. Managing our watersheds in an environmentally sustainable way is not
only good for the environment it is good for all of us and economically makes
sense. In 1989 New York City was faced with costs of $8 billion dollars to build the
necessary filtration plants to meet the Safe Drinking Water Act and as a result
decided to look at cheaper ways of protecting and conserving water. Its response
was to develop a comprehensive long-range watershed protection programme that
targeted the diverse stakeholders in the 1,969 sq miles of land that impacted on
the drinking water of the city 200 miles away. This involved key stakeholders; most
notably the farming and forestry communities working to ensure industrial prod-
ucts were compatible with water quality and sustainable landscape management.
The entire watershed protection programme cost $507 million, a fraction of the
cost of water filtration and in the long term the watershed ecosystem gains long-
term protection.

At such a critical time when water is on everyone’s agenda it is unfortunate to
see small but vital investments, such as The Native Woodlands Scheme being cut.
This innovative and new approach to conserve and re-establish our native wood-
lands provide many benefits, often unseen and poorly understood, which are far
beyond the small investment required for the programme. Only 1% of our native
forests survive. They are amongst Ireland’s rarest habitats and provide some of our
most valuable ecosystems. They have suffered over the years from neglect,
exploitation and centuries of clearance. Forests are one of the most cost effective
ways to provide clean drinking water. This scheme encourages new native species
planting along rivers and lakes that are vital to our water quality and help reduce
landslides, erosion and sediment. In addition this scheme promotes skills and
knowledge associated with native woodlands and helps us meet our legal obliga-
tions under a number of EU and International directives, including the Wildlife Act,
the UN Convention on Biological Diversity and the Habitats Directive.

There is a real disconnect between economic development policies and sus-
tainable management of our vital resources and while recognising that this is a
time of budget restraints it would be worrying to see this disconnect widen even
further. The implications of this are that we will be leaving an even bigger bill for
future generations to pay – if they can.

Michael Starrett Chief Executive
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Heritage News

The Birds and Wildlife of Tory Island
The importance of Tory Island, County Donegal, as a haven for
wildlife was highlighted with the launch of two new publica-
tions on Tory Island on Friday, June 6th. BirdWatch Ireland, in
conjunction with the County Donegal Heritage Office of
Donegal County Council, has produced two leaflets aimed at
visitors to the island, which describe the exciting species they
can see during their stay. Highlights include “Duggie”, the wild
bottlenose dolphin which has been delighting visitors and
islanders alike recently, as well as corncrakes which can be
heard from May to July calling from the island meadows. Tory
Island now holds the largest concentration of corncrakes in
Ireland. With increasing numbers of visitors to the island each
year, one leaflet outlines the ways in which visitors can avoid
disturbing the fragile wildlife and its habitat while still enjoy-
ing the spectacle of nesting seabirds, waders such as lapwing
and redshank, and migrants such as wheatears and corn-
crakes. Some of these species nest on the ground and
approaching too close will cause adults to fly from the nest,
leaving them unguarded and vulnerable to predators. The
leaflets were produced as part of the County Donegal Heritage
Plan (2007-2011) and were launched on the island by Cllr.
John Boyle, Mayor of County Donegal, and Patsy Dan Rodgers,
‘King of Tory’. If you would like free copies of the leaflets,
please contact BirdWatch Ireland on (057) 915 1676 or the
County Donegal Heritage Office, Donegal County Council on
(074) 917 2576.

Far Left: Corncrake –
A globally threatened
species. Donegal,
particularly Tory, is one
its Irish strongholds.
Photo: Brian Cafrey

Left: Chough –
A distinctive member of
the crow family which can
be seen on Tory.
Photo: John Fox

Cllr. John Boyle, Mayor of County Donegal, and Patsy
Dan Rodgers, ‘King of Tory’.
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Heritage News

Heritage Week 2008

Clockwise from top: Musical entertainment at the official opening of Heritage
Week 2008 at Kilkenny Castle on August 24th. Activities geared towards the
whole family included medieval crafts, re-enactments, traditional music and
dance, tree trail, native bird and animal displays, a food fair and more.
© Dylan Vaughan

Conor Newman, Chairman of the Heritage Council, speaking at the opening of
Heritage Week at Kilkenny Castle. © Dylan Vaughan

Sinead, Roisin and Joseph identify the aquatic animals they have found in Lough
Major on a nature walk in Ballybay Town Park, organised by Shirley Clerkin,
Heritage Officer with Monaghan County Council, during Heritage Week.



Heritage Week 2008

Clockwise from top left: Ann and Rammanee Carroll learning about butterflies
on the Canal as part of Heritage Week 2008 in Laois. © Michael Scully

Heritage Education Award recipient, Martin Ward, and Michael Kitt, Minister of
State at the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government, at the
launch of Heritage Week at Kilkenny Castle. © Dylan Vaughan

Learning about bats from Conor Kelleher, as part of Heritage Week 2008 in Laois.
© Michael Scully

Some of the whale-watching group at Howth Head as part of the Irish Whale and
Dolphin Group's Whale Watch Ireland 2008 event. © IWDG

Anthony Coy, age 9, of the Kilkenny City and District Pipe Band, pictured
at the launch of Heritage Week at Kilkenny Castle. © Dylan Vaughan
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Heritage News

Grant Funding for Significant Places
of Public Worship

At a recent meeting of the Heritage Council’s newly-convened
expert group on Places of Public Worship, Michael Starrett,
Chief Executive of the Heritage Council, announced details of a
grant scheme for the conservation and repair of churches and
cathedrals of national importance.

Earlier this year, John Gormley, Minister for the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, approved fund-
ing to the Heritage Council, to establish a ‘Significant Places of
Public Worship’ Fund to expend €1,900,000 in 2008.

Mr. Starrett said ‘The local church still remains at the heart
of most of our communities, old and new. Many of these build-
ings not only represent the skills of our predecessors that we
have inherited, they also represent a challenge for us to main-
tain and pass into the future. That challenge is a social one, but
also a technical one – it takes skilled conservators and builders
to carry out these projects. We would like to see conservation
work becoming a mainstream part of the construction industry
and in a small way making a high value-added contribution to
the economy. ’

The principal religious bodies have been in favour of the
establishment of a fund for the repair of special churches.
Additionally, the Heritage Council’s architecture committee had
recommended that a ‘Cathedral’s Fund’ be set up. It is intended
that the fund be used for major conservation works projects for
cathedrals, churches and other Places of Public Worship of
national importance in the ownership of religious bodies.

The meeting with representatives of the four main Christian
churches looked at how to prioritise churches and places of pub-

lic worship that are of value to the nation and to agree on the
best procedures for grant-aiding this form of heritage.

Thirteen projects have been funded in 2008. These are
conservation projects that the Council was made aware of, prin-
cipally through the Buildings at Risk scheme and through
Council’s administration of large-scale conservation grants in
conjunction with the Department. Grants have previously been
made to St. Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick; St. Carthage’s
Cathedral, Lismore; St. Patrick’s and Christ Church, Cathedrals,
Dublin; and the Cathedral of the Most Holy Trinity, Waterford. As
a result of grant-aid in 2008, programmes of works are ongoing
at each of these buildings. In addition, Buildings at Risk grants
have previously been made to several other churches of nation-
al importance. Some of these have programmes of works to be
carried out in 2008.

Significant Places of Public Worship projects funded by the
Heritage Council and the Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Local Government in 2008 include St. Mary's
Cathedral, Limerick, Co. Limerick; St. Carthage's Cathedral,
Lismore, Co. Waterford; St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin City;
Church of the Assumption, Callan, Co. Kilkenny; Cathedral of
the Most Holy Trinity, Waterford, Co. Waterford; St. Fin Barre's
Cathedral, Cork, Co. Cork; Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin City;
Cathedral of St. John the Baptist and St. Patrick’s Rock, Cashel,
Co. Tipperary; St. Canice's Cathedral, Kilkenny, Co. Kilkenny;
Quaker Meeting House, Edenderry, Co. Offaly; St. Laserian's
Cathedral, Old Leighlin, Co. Carlow; St. Lachtan's Church,
Freshford, Co. Kilkenny; and St John's Cathedral, Sligo, Co. Sligo.

Left: St. Laserian's Cathedral, Old Leighlin,
Co. Carlow.

Above: The Foolish Virgins, St. Fin Barre's
Cathedral, Cork.
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National Ploughing Championships 2008

Top: Thatching workshop with Philip Doran.

Above: Pole lath turning workshop with Eoin O’Donnell.

Right Above: Ironwork workshop with Pat Ronan.

Right Below: Isabell Smyth and Michael Starrett at the
Heritage Council stand.
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Heritage Towns of County Donegal
A series of six brochures on the ‘Heritage Towns’ of County
Donegal was launched in Ballyshannon, County Donegal on
Saturday, August 9th. The brochures were produced by the
County Donegal Heritage Office of Donegal County Council to
raise awareness of the architectural and archaeological her-
itage of the ‘Heritage Towns’ of Ardara, Ballyshannon, Moville,
Ramelton and Raphoe. These towns hold the ‘Heritage Town’
designation under the Donegal County Development Plan. The
brochures were launched by Patrick Shaffrey, renowned con-
servation architect and author. The designation ‘Heritage
Town’ is intended to both conserve the built environment of
these towns and promote their value. The series of bilingual
brochures on the ‘Heritage Towns of County Donegal’ include
an individual brochure on each of the five ‘Heritage Towns’ and
a general brochure. The brochures set out a heritage trail for
each of the ‘Heritage Towns’, with a selection of built and cul-
tural heritage sites along it. The brochures offer a vignette of
each of the ‘Heritage Towns’ but are illustrative of the rich and
varied built and cultural heritage these towns have to offer.
The brochures are an action of the County Donegal Heritage
Plan (2007-2011). If you would like copies of the ‘Heritage

Towns of County Donegal’ brochures, they are available free
from the County Donegal Heritage Office on (074) 917 2576
or by e-mail at heritage@donegalcoco.ie.

Joseph Gallagher, Heritage Officer,
Donegal County Council

Heritage News

Anthony Begley, local historian and author, and
Patrick Shaffrey, renowned conservation architect
and author, led a guided tour of Ballyshannon
during the brochure launch.

Survey of Dry Stone Wall Types in County Donegal
The County Donegal Heritage Office of Donegal County
Council, the Irish Stone Walls Forum and local people are
undertaking a preliminary survey of dry-stone wall types in
County Donegal as part of the County Donegal Heritage
Plan (2007-2011). Dry-stone walls contribute to the region-
al character of County Donegal’s landscapes and are a
reflection of local geology, traditional building skills and
historical landownership and farming patterns. This is the
first county survey of dry-stone wall types in Ireland and it
is taking place under the guidance of Patrick McAfee, expert
stonemason and author or ‘Irish Stone Walls’. In June, a free
two-day seminar on recording dry stone walls was held in
Gortahork where guidance was provided on dry-stone wall
surveying and on the identification of rock types. About 50
people from all over County Donegal volunteered to partici-
pate in the study and were supplied with field survey mate-
rials. The County Donegal Heritage Office will be organising
a follow-up seminar and a public presentation on the find-
ings of the preliminary survey in the new year.

Joseph Gallagher, Heritage Officer,
Donegal County Council

Some of the participants who attended the training
seminar for the dry stone walls survey of County
Donegal take a break from their recording work in
Bloody Foreland. Also pictured are expert stonema-
son Patrick McAfee, geographer and folklorist
Jonathan Bell and geologist Malcolm McClure.
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Biodiversity in County Clare
County Clare has a wide diversity of habitats, plants and ani-
mals. For example, the Burren in the north of the county holds
a variety of unusual plants otherwise only found in the Artic
and the Mediterranean, a layer of hazel scrub which houses
pine martens and rare lichens, and turloughs that are unique
to Ireland; west Clare is an important breeding ground for
many sea birds such as puffins, barnacle geese and choughs;
the Shannon estuary in South Clare has good populations of
cetaceans and is a popular area for waders; the blanket bogs
of East Clare are carpeted with bluebells and wood anemones
while Lough Derg houses one of Ireland’s most threatened
fish, the pollan. This all makes Clare a species and habitat-rich
county that attracts an array of researchers and scientists to
identify, conserve and raise awareness of what exists there.
These individuals and organisations have come together to
form the Clare Biodiversity Group and produce a plan for the
county. County Clare was the first Irish county to produce a

Local Biodiversity Action Plan. The Clare Biodiversity Action
Plan draws attention to priority habitats and species in the
local environment and the need for their preservation.

To date the Clare Biodiversity Group have identified key
species and habitats of local, national and international
importance. Under this, Clare produced Spot the 101 Habitats
and Species in Clare, and have published action plans for the
cuckoo, fens, Leisler's bat, limestone pavement (there's more
of this habitat in Clare than anywhere else in the world), lung-
wort – a lichen that thrives in woodlands in our clean maritime
climate, native woodland, sand dunes, and salt marsh. The
group is very active in raising awareness and appreciation of
biodiversity through community involvement, education and
media, and in coordinating and promoting biodiversity initia-
tives across the county. Finally, the group is key is carrying out
surveys and recording data to further our knowledge of habi-
tats and species.

Air and Earth:
Aerial Archaeology in Ireland
The Heritage Council recently published a review of aerial
photography and airborne survey in Ireland. Aerial
Archaeology is the practice of using aircraft (or in some
cases satellites) to provide a high-level view of the historic
environment based on conventional photography and a
range of remote sensing technologies. It is relevant to all
stages of archaeological work – reconnaissance, interpreta-
tion, analysis, publication and dissemination, and is one
amongst many methods. All periods from the Neolithic to the
present day are potential subjects of interest. It relates to
all forms of survival (cropmarks, soil marks, earthworks,
structures, buildings, landscapes and townscapes). It is use-
ful for research, conservation, development control (both
strategic and site-specific), education and public outreach.
It has a uniquely sensitive capability of recording evidence
of the past at a landscape scale – and is applicable to all
landscape types. In the face of pressure from major devel-
opment and land use change, but limited resources for new
survey, the rapid technical developments in aerial survey
make it a crucial and increasingly cost-effective means of
detecting sites and monuments to enhance the archaeolog-
ical record, carrying out basic surveys and monitoring the
condition of monuments. It is also an ideal means of record-
ing the historic character of the Irish countryside and many
urban areas. Accordingly aerial archaeology has a funda-
mental role in the discovery, management and presentation
of Ireland’s heritage.

To learn more see www.heritagecouncil.ie

The Purple Sea Urchin Survey 2008

Clare Biodiversity Group, Clare County Council and the Heritage
Council would like to inform all diving/snorkelling/coastal enthu-
siasts of County Clare about the 2008 Public Marine Survey.

The purple sea urchin (Paracentrotus lividus) is a marine
invertebrate species that is found mainly on the lower rocky
shore in rock pools on the west coast of Ireland, particularly in
Co. Clare. The Clare Biological Records Centre and the Clare
Biodiversity Group have organised this marine survey with the
aim of encouraging both the locals and the tourists of County
Clare to become involved in gathering important information on
the current population status of the purple sea urchin, which is
thought to be under threat from over-fishing.

Over the past few years, the Clare Biological Records Centre
has had great success with previous species surveys such as the
Hedgehog Survey, the Cuckoo Survey and the Bluebell Survey.
This is the first marine survey to try to emphasise the importance
of Clare’s marine biodiversity, and the organisers are hoping this
survey will be as successful as the last.

Leaflets which contain guidelines and the record card are
available at diving centres and tourist information points
throughout Co. Clare. Alternatively you can request a survey
leaflet, by contacting the Clare Biological Records Centre at:

www.clarebiodiversity.ie or contact: Catriona Lynch, Database
Manager, Clare Biological Records Centre, Clare Co. Council,
New Road, Ennis, email: clynch@clarecoco.ie Tel: 065-6846499
or 6846459.



Pauli and Ceppi (left) and Evan Duggan (above) help to record
our flora at the ‘young recorder’s event’, aimed at generating
interest in natural history among 10-15-year-olds.
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Ireland’s flora
documenting, tracking and protecting

The second annual recorder’s event at the National
Biodiversity Data Centre took place on August 26-27th in
Waterford with over 100 people attending. The aim of this
year’s event was to present the work of the Data Centre in
relation to flora, to present the Flora of Waterford website
and to discuss future priorities for plant recording in
Ireland. On the first day of the event a stimulating keynote
address was made by Prof. John Rodwell on the UK’s expe-
rience of establishing and maintaining a National
Vegetation Classification, with reference to the lessons
learned and not learned in that initiative. Dr. Úna
Fitzpatrick, of the National Biodiversity Data Centre, pre-



Prof. John Rodwell spoke about the experience of
establising and maintaining a National
Vegetation Classification in the UK, at the second
annual recorder’s event at the National
Biodiversity Data Centre on August 26th.

11

sented a talk on how we can use data to understand and
track Ireland’s flora and vegetation, and described
progress within the development of a National Vegetation
Database, an Invasive Species Database and the web Flora
of County Waterford project. On the second day, Dr. Peter
Wyse-Jackson delivered a thought-provoking presentation
on the future of the Irish flora in the prospect of continued
climate change. Dr Declan Doogue discussed the chal-
lenges involved in national recording initiatives, while Dr.
Matthew Jebb gave a very informative presentation on
progress to date under the 16 strands of the National
Strategy for plant conservation. The session finished with
presentations by Dr Damian McFerran and Mark Wright on
the initiatives and conservation work being undertaken in
Northern Ireland.

This year, seven workshops were offered to the dele-
gates. Workshops included recording vegetation data, pho-
tography, an introduction to the centre’s mapping system
and completing a rare plant county register. Identification
workshops, with fieldwork, were presented on Irish flora
and bumblebees, an important pollinator group. In keep-
ing with last year’s event, Ken Bond demonstrated moth
trapping on the grounds of Carriganore. Again, the rarely
trapped barred hook-tip moth, Watsonalla cultraria, was
found once again, showing that there is a strong popula-
tion being maintained here in the trees surrounding the
centre.

The recorder’s event marked the launch of the Flora of
Waterford book by Paul Green. To correspond with this the
Data Centre launched a website supporting a dynamic ver-
sion of the book to help Paul bring his work to a wider audi-

ence. The web version was demonstrated to the delegates,
and the additional power the mapping system facility gives
to the great work Paul has done was highlighted. The web-
site emphasises the most important areas for plants in
County Waterford. It also has information on interesting
botanical walks in Waterford, which we hope will further
encourage people to botanise the county, or indeed their
own local areas.

In addition to the recorder’s event, this year a ‘young
recorder’s event’ was organised. This was aimed at gener-
ating interest in natural history, ecology and recording in
younger people aged between 10-15 years. A theme that
was highlighted during presentations and discussions dur-
ing the recorder’s event was the problem of the aging pro-
file of plant recorders in Ireland. We hope this type of ini-
tiative will change the demographic profile of plant
recorders and encourage a whole new generation of ecol-
ogists. In total, 11 young ecologists participated in the
event, which was very successful judging by the big smiles
on the faces of participants! �

Andrew Byrne, National Biodiversity Data Centre
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Rahan Monastic Site
Amanda Pedlow introduces this historic place

of international cultural significance

Rahan, with its monastic site and St Carthage’s Church, is
just outside Tullamore, Co. Offaly. As you approach, you can
see across the large circular field to the small church in
the centre, which is currently being rendered in lime mor-
tar and is beginning to stand out like a beacon.

St Carthage’s Church is actually located in the middle of
a large D-shaped monastic enclosure, 380 metres in diame-
ter, with the Clodiagh River forming the straight section on
its northern side. There are numerous earthworks to the
north of the church, the remains of monastic archaeology.
There is a second ruined church inside the enclosure which
is in the care of the OPW. A smaller ruin, also in the care of
the OPW, is located in the graveyard and may have been a
tower house. St Carthage’s Church is still used as a place of
worship by the Church of Ireland community. In addition
there is an ancient graveyard around St Carthage’s Church

Above: Aerial photo of Rahan Monastery showing the
monastic boundary, church and graveyards in centre,
and the small church in the top right hand section with
the Clodiagh forming the northern boundary. The sen-
sitive grazing of the enclosure by cattle and sheep is a
key element in taking care of this site.
Photo: Loughlin Hooper
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and a modern graveyard used by the Roman Catholic com-
munity adjacent to the south. The remaining enclosure is in
pasture and is grazed by cattle and sheep. The importance of
the site may not be immediately apparent but is clearly set
out in the recently published Conservation Plan.

‘The Church of St Carthage at Rahan is a building that
has been a place of Christian worship for the majority of its
history from the 12th century to the present day. The build-
ing fabric reveals much about the changes to the church
over that time, with repairs and alterations undertaken at
key periods.

Rahan monastery has been a place of sacred worship for
over 1500 years. The size of the monastic enclosure sug-
gests that this was a place of high status and a focus for set-
tlement in the region. The lack of development and ground
disturbance within the enclosure contributes to the sense of
place and enhances the cultural significance of the
monastery.

The plan of the Romanesque church with two small side-
chapels or porticus to the north and south of the chancel is
unique in Ireland and may contribute to the future under-
standing of the development of the Christian church in
Western Europe. This unique ground plan may demonstrate
a link between Rahan and the Anglo-Saxon church.

The circular Romanesque window with its vivid carvings
is unique in Ireland and is of international importance in the
corpus of European Romanesque circular windows.

The quality and condition of the capitals of the chancel
arch make them some of the finest Romanesque stone carv-
ings in Ireland.

The quality of the carving and condition of the west
doorway of the smaller church, along with its windows,
makes it one of the most important buildings in the region.
Collectively the two churches represent a place of interna-
tional cultural significance.

The results of the geophysical survey indicate the sur-

vival of a substantial amount of sub-surface archaeology,
which is due to the lack of ground disturbance and develop-
ment within the monastic enclosure of Rahan. This con-
cealed archaeology has the potential to reveal much more
about the site than is currently known.’

The Conservation Plan concludes that Rahan Monastic Site
is an historic place of international cultural significance.

The Church of Ireland, Roman Catholic Church, local
landowner, National Monuments Service, OPW and Island
Rahan Development Association are all stakeholders at the
site.

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
AND CONSERVATION PLAN
As part of the work of the Offaly Heritage Forum, a report on
the Condition and Management of the Early Christian
Monasteries of County Offaly was commissioned in 2003.
This report highlighted 23 significant monastic sites in
county Offaly. It identified many of the key projects that
needed to be undertaken in the county and has formed the
basis for projects undertaken by the Offaly Heritage Forum
every year since.

In parallel with this work, a meeting was held with the
Church of Ireland, Offaly County Council and the National
Monuments Service at St Carthage’s Church. The impor-
tance of the church was outlined and the site visit highlight-
ed the need for conservation work. Perhaps unusually, the
roof was not the main issue, but the damp caused by the hard
concrete render, which had been applied internally in the
chancel and externally throughout, was a serious issue. The
complexity of the evolution of St Carthage’s Church and the
number of stakeholders involved in managing all the ele-
ments in the enclosure, led to the conclusion that the most
effective tool would be the preparation of a Conservation
Plan which would give guidance on the best way to manage
the site in the future.

Ground Plan of St Carthage’s Church
showing all the building phases.

The Conservation Plan has a compre-
hensive series of plans showing the
evolution of the historic fabric.
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A BRIEF HISTORY
In about 594, a priest named Carthage founded a monastery
at Rahan, Raithin Ui Suanaigh or the Ferny Land of the
O’Swanys. Carthage had travelled along the ancient road,
the Slighe Dhala, from Munster, to the monastery of Colman
Elo at Lynally, now on the outskirts of Tullamore. Here
Colman said that he was to go to a place called Rahan where
he would have a large community in the service of God.
Carthage proceeded to set up the monastery, which devel-
oped over the next 40 years into a thriving community of
over 800 monks. The Life of Mochuda tells of a diverse, self-
sustaining community that included a famous school, a hos-
pital for the sick, a mill, cells for the monks and a church with
a cemetery. Despite its great spiritual and economic success
Carthage’s monastery did not last long. Carthage was a
native of Munster and the monastery was in Ancient Meath.
The Kings of Meath decided to expel Carthage because they
did not believe a man from Munster would act in their best
interest. In 635, the King of Tara, along with monks from
Clonard and Durrow evicted Carthage, who went to
Waterford. He founded Lismore monastery where he died
two years later. After Carthage was expelled, the abbotship
was taken up by the Ui Suanigh and the O’Kelly’s, both of
whom ruled the monastery until the early 13th century. The
beautifully decorated Romanesque features are legacies of
their time. The early 13th century saw the arrival of the
Anglo Normans who for a short period ruled the monastery,
the Gaelic Revival of the 15th century saw the rise of the
O’Molloys who assumed control of the church at Rahan. After
the Dissolution of the Monasteries and the plantation of the
county, the church became a parish church for the new com-
munity. To this day it has continued to be a place of worship.

Face on capital of twelfth century chancel
arch. Jim Fraher, Bogfire

Recording – Using 3D Documentation of the Cultural
Heritage of Rahan (ArcTron)
In 2008, Offaly County Council commissioned ArcTron,
who are at the forefront of this area, to undertake laser
and stripe-light scanning of a number of carved stones
including the round Romanesque Window and Chancel
Arch at St Carthage’s Church and the doorway and the
smaller church. These will shortly be available as 3D
photo-realistic, shaded models and as computer anima-
tions on line through the www.offaly/offalyheritage.ie
website for those with broadband! The results of the
scanning can also be converted into 2D
drawings including ground plans and cross
sections.
Top: Romanesque Door of Smaller church recorded
using 3D technology.
Below: Smaller Church recorded using
3D laser scanning in 2008.
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OUTCOME
The Conservation Plan has led to a clear statement of the evo-
lution and current condition of each element of the monastic
site and sets out policies for what needs to be done in the
future. The geophysical survey, clearance of the graveyard veg-
etation, recording of carvings using 3D scanning and the ongo-
ing conservation works are all working in tandem.

Copies of the Conservation Plan are available from Offaly
Historical and Archaeological Society at Bury Quay, Tullamore,
email info@offalyhistory.com or phone 057-9321421.

For more information on the monastic sites in Offaly see
Stories from a Sacred Landscape, Croghan Hill to Clonmacnoise,
by Caimin O’Brien (Mercier Press) 2006, commissioned by
Offaly County Council. �

Amanda Pedlow, Heritage Officer, Offaly County Council.

End of Ecumenical Service
There has been increased ecumenical use since the preparation of the Plan.

Geophysical Analysis of the Rahan Monastic Site 2007
(Dr Paul Gibson)

The 2003 Report ‘Condition and Management of the
Early Christian Monasteries of County Offaly’ highlight-
ed non- invasive work that could be carried out and the
Forum has been working with Dr Paul Gibson of
Maynooth University carrying out geophysical surveys
of Killeigh, Lemanaghan and Rahan monas-
tic enclosures in the intervening years.

Lime Render at St Carthage’s Church will now be
applied providing a traditional breathable waterproof
coating for the church. Conservation works are ongo-
ing currently under the guidance of James Howley of
Howley Hayes and are being carried out by Raineys
Stonemasons.
The Island Rahan Development Group have carried out
extensive and sensitive work in clearing inappropriate
vegetation from the old Church of Ireland graveyard
which is now in excellent condition. The
leaning memorials enhance the historic
character of the graveyard.



Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland – History, Folklore and Construction

This book has its origins in a conversation at
the 1994 Glandore Classic Boat Regatta
between three boat-loving engineers – Donal
Lynch, Paddy Barry and Hal Sisk – and Bernard
Cadoret, editor of a pioneering study of Breton
boats. Each knew that Ireland’s stock of indige-
nous boats, the Kerry naomhóg (curach) or the
snub-nosed Waterford prong, for example, was
rapidly shrinking while others, such as the
Boyne curach, used for netting salmon until the
1960s, appeared to have become extinct. Much of the history and
lore of these boats had already been lost and it seemed likely that
any remaining diversity and distinctiveness would disappear
under the tides of technological innovation.

A project committee was formed with Traditional Boats of
Ireland as a working title and it agreed that a study of Irish boats,
comparable to that by Cadoret on those of Brittany, should be
undertaken. In the years that followed that initial conversation the
ambition of the project grew as its founders came to grips with the
vastness and complexity of their subject; to date, 60 distinctive
boat types have been identified, studied and recorded. When they
flagged the baton was picked up by Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh as edi-
tor, with Donal MacPolin as assistant. Without their dedication,
patience and persistence over many years the project would have
foundered. The working title has endured, its website,
www.tradboats.ie, now brings news of its work to a wide audience
and the project has found a berth and vital logistical support at
the UCD Delargy Centre for Irish Folklore. A team that includes
professional historians and folklorists, linguists and archaeolo-
gists, curators and archivists, fishermen, boat builders and owners
was mobilised to record not just the physical details of individual
boat types but their histories as well. This magnificent book is the
result of that collaboration.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the extent of their achieve-
ment. Four introductory essays examine the history and oral tradi-
tions of boats and boatmen and of the cultural and environmental
factors that influenced the construction and use of various boat
types. Then follows a series of case studies that deal with specific
examples of boat history, construction and use, conveniently
arranged by each of the north, south, east and west coastal
regions. Thus the section on the east coast contains essays on the
Rosslare herring cots; the Arklow yawl; the hobblers, skiffs and
pilots of Dublin Bay; the long-line fishermen of Howth; the tradi-
tional boats of the Boyne estuary and the boats of Dundalk Bay. A
section on inland waterways includes case studies of the
Blackwater, Suir, Nore, Barrow and Slaney cots; the Slaney gabbard
or sailing cot; the flat-bottomed turf boats of the Midlands and the
rush-bundle rafts of the Shannon and Suck, perhaps the simplest
and most archaic of the boats dealt with in the book. A section of
six essays is devoted to ‘skin’ boats, principally the curachs of
Kerry, Clare, Connaught, Donegal and the Boyne. Glossaries of nau-
tical terms, many of them originating in Latin, Old Norse and in
various English dialects, hint at the dynamics of a tradition that
remains open to the benefits of borrowing from other cultures. An
important appendix reproducing the lines and construction plans

of 14 distinct types is included. In all, the book
has a total of 55 essays, the work of 36 indi-
vidual authors. Nothwithstanding this magnifi-
cent sweep, the editor is quick to point out that
this is just a first stage and that some types of
vernacular boat remain unrecorded and
unpublished. Hopefully, a future book will
include the large flat-bottomed rafts used to
take cattle on and off the islands of the Erne,
the vanished lighters of the Tyrone navigation

and the eel and sand boats of Lough Neagh.

A major strength of this book is its visual material. The lines
and construction plans of individual boats meticulously recorded
and drawn by Michael Tyrrell, Harry Madill, Ted O’Driscoll and
Holger Lönze are surely the vital heart of any project of this type.
Donal MacPolin’s meticulous sketches record complex construc-
tion details with greater clarity than most photographs and they
capture, too, the personality of individual boats. Simpler, though no
less valuable, are the sketches and notes by folklore and material
culture collectors of the 1930s and ’40s, such as James Hornell
and Ciarán Ó Síocháin, that pay eloquent tribute to those pioneer-
ing heritage projects. The poignant inscription on Bill Higgins’s
beautiful sketch of the last ‘hulk’ leaving Youghal – ‘Sean-bhád ias-
caireachta na Rinne agus Cé an Bhlaist á fhágaint aice 1931;
b’shin deire leo.’ – might have provided a rallying call to those who
continue the work of collecting, preserving and publishing.
William Lawrence’s majesterial photographs and the more modest
snapshots by long-gone holidaymakers are equally pressed to yield
up details of all-but-forgotten craft. All these images capture the
information that will facilitate, if necessary, future boatbuilding
projects.

The results of this unique project have been brought togeth-
er and skillfully edited by Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh, Archivist at the
UCD Delargy Centre for Irish Folklore, assisted by Donal MacPolin
(an illustrator and maritime history researcher) and supported by
a very able team of language and technical editors. Their work will
be cherished by boat-owners and sailors and by anyone with an
interest in the rivers, lakes or seas of Ireland. It will be an essen-
tial work of reference for teachers and researchers and it should
find a place in every school library. It is a good example of the ben-
efits that can flow from collaborative research, particularly where
painstaking and extensive fieldwork is needed. Traditional Boats of
Ireland must be congratulated on bringing this intricate publish-
ing project to completion and for making it available at a price that
belies its encyclopaedic range, its graceful design – by Copper
Reed Studio – and the generosity of its production values.

Dr John Logan, Department of History, University of Limerick

Traditional Boats of Ireland: History, Folklore and Construction
Ár mBáid Dúchais
Edited by Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh
Published in 2008 for the Traditional Boats of Ireland Project
by The Collins Press, Cork
ISBN-13: 9781905172399 658pp www.tradboats.ie
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The first restored Inishbofin skiff (drontheim) racing in 2002.

Naomhoga on the strand at Baile na nGall in the Dingle peninsula, 1940.

Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland
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Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland

Howth men, Tom Harford hauling a a long line, Laurence Hanway holding a gaff,
and John Rourke seated on a hatch, baiting a line, 1950.
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Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland

An Mhaighdean Mhara (The Mermaid) leading the fleet at Cuan an Fhir Mhoir.

The large Colmcille of Portrush, built by curach-maker Eddie Hutch of Dingle in 1998,
reprised the journey to Iona by the saint 1,500 years before.
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Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland

Snap-net fisherman on the River Suir. In tune with their environment, the cot fishermen on the great rivers
of the southeast have retained into the modern era centuries-old fishing techniques and boat types.

The mackeral yawl Macalla (foreground) and Heir Island lobster boat, Fionn, at Glandore Classic Boat Regatta in 2001 –
examples of two recently revived traditional boat types in west Cork.
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Gallery Traditional Boats of Ireland

A turf boat near Headford, County Galway, in the 1930s.
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Historic Gardens of Ireland
Finola Reid offers an overview

of our oldest gardens

Somebody said recently that we have too much heritage in
Ireland. Perhaps when it comes to our historic gardens and
demesnes that glib sentiment may help to explain why so
many have bitten the dust with so little outcry or recrimina-
tion. So many demesnes containing ornamental grounds and
gardens have been destroyed since the beginning of the 20th
century when it was perceived that they had no intrinsic his-
toric or cultural value in the new Irish State and were there-
fore useful only as opportunities for retribution, division and
distribution or development. Yet, despite those losses, we still
have a great number happily surviving and in recent decades
we’ve never had so many open to the public and enjoyed by so
many.

It is just 14 years since the ERDF-funded and Bord Failte
administered ‘Great Gardens of Ireland Restoration
Programme’ (GGIRP) 1994-1999 was launched by the then
Minister for Tourism, Charlie McCreevy TD. That scheme grant-
aided conservation and restoration projects in 26 historic gar-
dens and influenced many more owners into realising that
they were custodians of very special and increasingly rare
places. Fingal Co. Council manages Malahide Castle, Ardgillan
Castle and Newbridge House; Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Co.

“And work of the dead to pleasure the living
A half-finished garden, epitaph, promise”

Brendan Kennelly
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Council manages Marlay Park; and Kilkenny Co. Council has
done exceptional work conserving and restoring Woodstock in
Inistioge with the blessing of the Tighe family. Turlough Park
in Co. Mayo was restored as part of a major development
involving the National Museum and Mayo Co. Council. All were
funded under the GGIRP. More recently Carlow Co. Council, in
an inspired move by its then county manager, purchased
Duckett’s Grove, announcing its acquisition during Heritage
Week 2005. Already its ruined castle has been stabilised with
a grant from the Department of the Environment and the two
superb walled gardens conserved and replanted with ‘Great
Garden’ grant assistance from the National Development Plan.

So why all this activity after such a long period of neg-
lect? Fáilte Ireland has repeatedly shown in its statistics over
many years that visitor numbers to heritage properties is ever
increasing and garden tourism is becoming a more highly val-
ued market than previously realised. This is encouraging own-
ers who continued to care for their gardens when all seemed
hopeless and those who had abandoned them. Now there are
about 50 gardens listed and open to the public in the ‘Houses,
Castles and Gardens’ group which are publicly or privately
owned. There are now many garden trails and garden festivals
around the country where groups of owners join together and
open otherwise private gardens for short periods in order that
others may enjoy for a few weeks what they enjoy all the time
– Wicklow, Carlow, Wexford, West Cork, and Connemara are
some of the areas that have successful annual events. Others
will follow with encouragement from Fáilte Ireland’s most
recent statistics and an expected increase in home tourism
with the downturn in the economy.

The OPW alone has some 100 historic properties in its
custodianship, of which many are historic demesnes contain-
ing significant historic grounds and gardens. These include
Heywood, Sir Edwin Luytens’s great masterpiece in Ballinakill,
Co. Laois; Emo Court, the country house designed by James
Gandon, also in Co. Laois; and Ilnacullin, the stunning island
garden in Glengarriff designed by Harold Peto. Doneraile
Court, Co. Cork, home of the St Leger Family is one of the
finest 17th century historic demesnes in the country, with sur-
viving fish ponds, a deer park, parkland and impressive orna-
mental and productive gardens and orchards, but sadly is still
waiting its turn for some respect and love. Coole Park in Co.
Galway is in denial, its past importance is blurred although it
is in state ownership and well cared for, there is no real
acknowledgement of the enormous social and historic signif-
icance of its demesne. Castletown House has been rescued by
the OPW but not before its grounds were carved up and built
on but still it survives. Fota, struggling for survival for
decades, is slowly gaining recognition once more as a historic
garden with a famous botanical collection, not just an arbore-
tum and wildlife park. The Irish Heritage Trust has taken on
the house itself and its associated outbuildings, stables and
yards, and intends to develop it more fully for tourism.
Ballinlough Castle, Co. Westmeath; Glin Castle, Birr Castle, Co.
Offaly; Lismore Castle and Curraghmore in Co. Waterford still
remain in the ownership of old families who have the determi-

nation and wherewithal to keep them so their foreseeable
futures are safe. A shining example of a surviving 17th centu-
ry demesne with superbly kept grounds and gardens is
Killruddery, Co. Wicklow. Although suburbia is creeping
towards it from Bray and Greystones, the Brabazon family,
earls of Meath, for successive generations since the 1660s,
have been exemplary custodians and the future is assured for
this exquisite historic landscape. Constantly in demand for
period film sets such as ‘The Tudors’, and its popular sylvan
theatre hosting events that do not damage the historic fabric,
the family’s handling of high quality understated tourism

so many [of our historic gardens]
have bitten the dust with so little
outcry or recrimination

The Florence Charter Article 2:

“The historic garden is an architectural composition whose con-
stituents are primarily vegetal and therefore living, which
means that they are perishable and renewable.” Thus its appear-
ance reflects the perpetual balance between the cycle of the
seasons, the growth and decay of nature and the desire of the
artist and craftsman to keep it permanently unchanged.

Above: Lissadell Gardens, Co. Sligo.

Opposite Page Top: Killruddery walled garden, Co. Wicklow.

Opposite Page Bottom:
Coole Park walled garden, Co. Galway.
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should be rewarded by both visitors supporting it and the local
authority protecting its fragile setting and environs.

Golf has been an insidious blight on our historic land-
scapes. Development of golf courses are more common than
restoration projects and continue to sweep away centuries of
history, culture, architectural, botanical and horticultural
excellence with little or no consideration of the actual damage
and loss caused to our common patrimony. The exquisite land-
scape of Carton House has been irretrievably changed into a
golf course with its associated housing schemes, as has Lough
Rynn, Mount Wolsley, Mount Juliet, Straffan House and many
others that are now golf resorts with a wrapping of overpriced
houses and incongruous hotel appendages.

Farnham, Co Longford, and Strokestown, Co. Roscommon,
have escaped golf so far, fingers crossed. Castlehyde in Co.
Cork and Lissadell in Co. Sligo, despite changes in fortune,
continue to be privately owned by newly arrived owners so it
remains to be seen what happens long-term for both. Both
have 17th and 18th century landscape features that must be
preserved intact for future generations to enjoy. Many more
historic gardens survive still privately owned and are never in
the public eye. Some are attached to estates, studs and farms,
institutions, schools and other bodies and these, to varying
degrees, are open or stay firmly shut to be enjoyed privately or
at a premium.

Housing, industrial estates and business parks have also
irretrievably damaged historic demesnes – witness the horror
of Syngefield demesne, only a stone’s throw from Birr Castle,
or Oakpark in Co. Carlow, rezoned for development. It is
inevitable that more will ‘bite the dust’ in this manner with the
present economic crisis. Powerscourt, with that sublime pic-
turesque landscape and vista, has become a metal roofed

shopping mall, complete with escalator, two golf courses, a
hotel and a huge garden centre/lifestyle shop while Mount
Usher is becoming the latest retail therapy for the well heeled.
What is next?

All of these gardens are hugely diverse in their individual
history and geography, designs and layouts, native vegetation,
exotic plant contents and architectural features that together
comprise a major national heritage asset. The Department of
the Environment, Heritage and Local Government has been
conducting a national survey of historic gardens for several
years and its preliminary findings are staggering. Ireland,
because of its colonial history, has an astounding number of
estates and demesnes. The number of historic gardens that
are recorded on the first edition maps of the Ordnance Survey
is in the region of 7,000 but it remains to be seen how many
have survived to the present day. County by county site survey
has commenced, with Co. Louth being the first and Co.
Donegal now in progress. The National Inventory of
Architecural Heritage (NIAH) website is a fascinating one for
anybody interested in the study of our historic houses, gar-
dens and demesnes, various famines, war and strife, marriage,

Golf has been an insidious blight
on our historic landscapes.



succession, genealogy and local history. Logging on to
www.buildingsofireland.ie/Surveys/Gardens/ opens up a
whole new wonderful world of lost, decayed, struggling and
thriving historic properties. The gathered information from
county surveys will provide the basis for future protection of
the ones that have survived.

Our historic gardens are deserving of the very best in
custodianship, legislation, planning and protection. They need
specialised expert advice and conservation measures to avoid
damage, or making inappropriate changes to their fragile fab-
ric. Because they are substantially reliant on vegetation they
are constantly changing and demanding attention, unlike a
building which, provided its roof and main structure is good,
can survive well with little intervention. Garden owners have
to be daily vigilant to the needs of vegetation, trees, shrubs
and perennials, as well as buildings and built structures, water
courses, vistas and views. Nothing remains constant in gar-
dens and therefore they need ongoing investment of time, tra-
ditional skills and realistic budgets to maintain them.
Vegetation waits for no man. Old buildings can be mothballed
or with minimum maintenance survive until new uses are
found for them but gardens wither and die rapidly without
constant skilled care and protection from the ravages of time
and weather. Despite losses over four centuries we know now
from the work of the gardens survey that we still have a great
number surviving and that coincides with so many being
opened to the public and enjoyed by so many.

There are several historic gardens currently undergoing
conservation and restoration by both private owners and pub-
lic authorities. Specialised expert advice and conservation
measures are used to prevent damage or inappropriate
changes to their fragile fabric so enlightened owners do act
responsibly. But there still is a lack of awareness by other own-
ers who, with the unbridled enthusiasm of the true amateur,
don’t wait for proper research or professional advice and wade
in, unwittingly destroying what they think they are conserving
and restoring. Legislators and planners, developers, architects
and designers need to be more vigilant and restrained in their
handling of proposed ‘restoration’ projects, treating each gar-
den as a unique historic place in its own right and not to be
pulled and dragged about. The legislation protecting build-
ings must provide greater protection for its curtilage and
environs, grounds and gardens, if we are to save them from
unwitting development.
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The Florence Charter Art. 15.

No restoration work and, above all, no reconstruction work on
an historic garden shall be undertaken without thorough prior
research to ensure that such work is scientifically executed and
which will involve everything from excavation to the assembling
of records relating to the garden in question and to similar gar-
dens. Before any practical work starts, a project must be pre-
pared on the basis of said research and must be submitted to a
group of experts for joint examination and approval.

The Florence Charter. Art. 19.

By reason of its nature and purpose, an historic garden is a
peaceful place conducive to human contacts, silence and
awareness of nature. This conception of its everyday use must
contrast with its role on those rare occasions when it accom-
modates a festivity. Thus, the conditions of such occasional
use of an historic garden should be clearly defined, in order
that any such festivity may itself serve to enhance the visual
effect of the garden instead of perverting or damaging it.

Above: Killruddery, Co. Wicklow.

Opposite: Ducketts Grove.

For many decades those gardens and parks owned by
public authorities fared better than those with private owners,
but more recently financial pressures and declining budgets
are forcing parks departments to allow the use of historic
sites in their care as venues for festivals and music events
which cause major issues for the historic fabric. Facilitating
public concerts and music events requires careful planning.
The management policies for our public parks and gardens
should be subjected to closer scrutiny because usage has
changed from passive recreation to more regular use as ven-
ues for large scale events. Pressure on vegetation and root
zones, ground compaction, disturbance to wildlife and habitat,
light and noise pollution all contribute to long term damage.
The Phoenix Park, Belvedere House, Marlay Park and Malahide
Castle are better known as concert venues by young people
than as beautiful gardens, and are becoming known as cash-
cows for the coffers of county councils than as places of quiet
recreation for all citizens. Is this indicative of a general dumb-
ing down of historic properties or will it awaken a new gener-
ation to the existence of these beautiful places long after the
music has died away and the stamped grass recovered? Is it
time to rethink management policies or is it time for public
authorities to hand over responsibility for historic parks and
gardens to a single new authority with new protective legisla-
tion supporting its work and embodying international legisla-
tion? Should we tolerate the use of historic gardens in public
care as venues for festivals and music events which cause
major issues for the historic fabric. The management policies
for our public parks and gardens have changed from passive
recreation to actively promoted venues for mass events and is
it time to say no more.
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These gardens are hugely diverse in their individual his-
tory and geography, designs and layouts, native vegetation,
exotic plant contents and architectural features. They are
deserving of the very best in custodianship, legislation, plan-
ning and protection in law. Any actions, or lack of action, that
causes Ireland to be marked out as a country that treats its
historic garden heritage with less respect than other parts of
its heritage has to be questioned and judged by our peers in
our fellow European countries.

Anyone reading the various articles of ‘The Florence
Charter’ and relating them to Ireland’s historic gardens could
be rightly dismayed. Its articles, if applied to the Irish historic
landscape as it is, are a damning indictment of national atti-
tudes to these fast diminishing resources and our current leg-
islation.

Just how far behind the rest of Europe we are in protect-
ing our historic gardens and demesnes can be readily seen in
every county where development has aggressively engulfed
many of our historic and historical landscapes. Is it too late to
save those that are still surviving and should we all make it
easier on our consciences and collectively agree that we have
too much heritage, too many historic gardens and we don’t
need new protective legislation, sure what’s left to protect? �

“Our shadows rove the garden gravel still,
The living seem more shadowy than they”

William Butler Yeats

The Florence Charter. Art. 23.

It is the task of the responsible authorities to adopt, on the
advice of qualified experts, the appropriate legal and adminis-
trative measures for the identification, listing and protection
of historic gardens. The preservation of such gardens must be
provided for within the framework of land-use plans and such
provision must be duly mentioned in documents relating to
regional and local planning. It is also the task of the responsi-
ble authorities to adopt, with the advice of qualified experts,
the financial measures which will facilitate the maintenance,
conservation and restoration, and, where necessary, the recon-
struction of historic gardens.

Top: Hazelwood Demesne, Sligo.

Above: Cyclamen coum and veteran lime trees at
Russborough.

Right: A veteran beech tree at Russborough.



Recession and Environment
What does the future hold?

How will our environment fare as the global economy slows, and
government budgets tighten? The following are characteristic
of a slow or zero growth economy: income, investment and tax
receipts fall, and unemployment rises. Government expenditure
on social supports rises to cushion the effects of unemploy-
ment, but its expenditure in other areas, including existing
salaries, new jobs and investment, comes under pressure, and
taxes may be increased to meet the budget shortfall. The situa-
tion is Ireland is exacerbated by our unusually high depend-
ence on tax revenues from property transactions, as opposed to
property taxes which are characteristic in most countries and
provide a more stable source of income. As property sales fall,
government income falls commensurately, and this leaves a
substantial shortfall, just at a time when more money is needed
to cover additional payments for unemployment benefits, etc.

How does this affect environmental performance?
First, let’s enumerate where pressure on environment comes
from. The three most important pressures are income, prices,
and investment. In times of recession, these all fall. This can be
good or bad for environment. To paraphrase Homer Simpson’s
toast to alcohol – “the cause of – and solution to – all of life's
problems” – income is both the cause of, and solution to, envi-
ronmental degradation.

Other things being equal, as our incomes go up, we con-
sume more ‘stuff’, including more cars, travel, energy, packag-
ing, water, clothes, exotic foods, housing, entertainment and
other goods and services. If this consumption imposes addi-
tional pressures on environment, then falling income will result
in reduced pressure on environment, associated with a decline
in consumption of resources, including oil, natural gas, coal, alu-
minium, steel, paper, packaging, etc.

Investment for business means new buildings, new equip-
ment, new technologies and investment in training in new skills
and their enhancement. For households, it means re-furbishing
the house, or buying a new apartment, buying a car, investing in
a college education. For governments, it means investing in
transport infrastructure, schools, water supply and waste treat-
ment, research and development. Investment falls in recession-
ary times, and this can mean reducing investment in conserving
buildings of cultural and architectural character and important
nature reserves, or in water supply and waste water treatment.
Because most new technology is less polluting and more ener-
gy and resource efficient than the incumbent technology, there
are substantial gains. However, unless other policies are in
place, the gain in efficiency is often more than offset by
increases in the overall use of resources, e.g. even though we
are getting more and more efficient in our use of energy per
unit of GDP, our GDP has grown at a faster rate than the effi-
ciency gain.

Prices are key determinants of the mix of products and
services we consume, and therefore of our impact on environ-
ment. As prices rise, we consume less, and vice versa. And prices
are a product of supply and demand. A global recession will
result in falling demand for oil, coal, steel and other resources,
and their prices will fall. We have seen the price per barrel of oil
fall from over $140 in May 2008 to below $70 in October, as the
shadow of global recession looms, and similar falls are being
experienced by other commodities. As petrol and other
resources get cheaper, they become more affordable even with
declining income, and consumption rises. As recession gives
way to growth, incomes recover, consumption rises further, and
this puts more upward pressure on prices, and they resume their
upward trajectory, which will be mitigated in part by new and
improving technologies which will increase the supply, and
make consumption more efficient.

How long prices stay down is a product mainly of how long
the recession lasts, and especially the extent to which it
envelopes Asia, where most of the growth in consumption is
occurring.

And so we have a window of perhaps two years as a species
on this planet to take stock, learn how to reduce pressure on the
environment, and then do what is necessary to make it happen.
We have already made important progress. The excise duties on
transport fuels which apply in Europe have been the single most
important factor in giving us a car fleet here that is 40 per cent
more energy and environment efficient per kilometre than its
counterpart in the US. Getting the prices right, which means
charging users a realistic price for using the scarce resource, is
the most important way of making sure that rising incomes do
not contribute to environmental destruction, and that innova-
tion that conserves rather than destroys is encouraged. A sec-
ond and linked priority is getting our investment right. By ‘right’
I mean investment in housing, transport, waste management,
energy systems, etc. of a character and a quality that dramati-
cally reduces pressures on environment. Of course other factors
are important. The cultural habit of conservation – an automat-
ic propensity not to litter, waste water, energy and other
resources – is important, as is a culture of innovation – a con-
stant seeking to find new and better ways to live on our planet.
And appropriate education, meaning understanding how every-
thing is linked to everything else in the universe, how the
earth’s support systems work, how important it is that they be
sustained, and what steps are needed locally and international-
ly to achieve this outcome, is the ultimate shaper and enabler of
an appropriate culture and behaviour. �

Frank J. Convery, Heritage Trust Professor of Environmental
Policy, University College Dublin, and Chair, Comhar

Sustainable Development Council.
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The River Shannon
Aiveen Cooper takes us on a tour down Ireland’s most important river

The River Shannon has played a pivotal role in Ireland’s his-
tory and economic development from prehistoric times to
the present day. From Viking raids on monastic settlements
and military defence against Napolean, to transportation,
power generation and tourism, the Shannon has borne wit-
ness to many of Ireland’s turning points throughout history.
In recent times the river’s amenity and ecological value have
become recognized. It is home to many rare and endan-
gered species, and the battle to conserve them is well under-
way thanks to the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD).

When considering the catchment area of the Shannon,
we now have to think in terms of the River Basin District
(RBD). Under the terms of the Water Framework Directive all
EU Member States must maintain “high status” of waters
where it exists, prevent any deterioration in the existing sta-
tus of waters and achieve at least “good status” in relation to
all waters by 2015. In Ireland, it has been decided to divide
the country into eight River Basin Districts and develop

Sionna meanders along lazily on her journey
south towards the sea. She has passed this
way since the ice left this land, and although
her view has changed with time, she herself
has remained relatively unchanged. She pass-
es through many lakes and counties along her
course. Sionna is a friend to many plants and
animals, who would not survive without her.
She is the longest of her kind here, but others
join her journey along the way, widening her
path as she travels south towards her jour-
ney’s end at Loop Head. Sionna is her Gaelic
name, we know her better as Shannon, and she
is Ireland’s most important river.
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management plans for each in accordance with the Water
Framework Directive.

The Shannon RBD covers the natural drainage basin of
the Shannon, stretching from its source, the Shannon Pot, in
the Cuilcagh mountains in Co. Cavan, to the tip of the Dingle
peninsula in north Kerry. It also includes coastal parts of
Kerry and Clare, which drain to the sea. It flows through 18
local authority areas (the largest being Limerick, Clare,
North Tipperary, Offaly, Westmeath, Longford and
Roscommon) and is also considered an international RBD as
a small portion of County Fermanagh in Northern Ireland
drains underground to the Shannon Pot. The Shannon River
Basin District covers around 18,000 square kilometres,
mostly in the lowland central area of the Republic.

The Shannon, the longest river in Britain and Ireland,
flows southward for 344km from the Shannon Pot in Co.
Cavan, before turning west and emptying into the Atlantic
Ocean through the Shannon Estuary. The river has followed
the same course since the end of the last Ice Age. It is most-
ly shallow and slow-flowing and is joined by other tributar-
ies along the way, including the rivers Inny, Suck and
Brosna. The river flows through over a dozen lakes, including
Lough Allen, Lough Boyle, Lough Ree and Lough Derg.
Summer water levels over most of the area are only a few
feet below the level of the surrounding fields, so any rise in
the water level can result in extensive flooding. Thus the
Shannon remains the largest un-drained river in Europe.
Lough Derg, the Shannon Callows and the Shannon Estuary
are extremely important ecologically, which is reflected in
the high numbers of protected species found at each site.

The Shannon meets the sea water of the estuary at
Limerick City, before it exits to the Atlantic Ocean at Loop
Head. The River Fergus joins the Shannon to form the coun-
try’s largest estuarine complex, which is home to the largest
numbers of wintering wildfowl and waders in Ireland. The
imortance of the site for birds is reflected in the fact that it
has been designated as an SPA (Special Protection Area)
under the EU Birds Directive. The dunlin, black-tailed godwit
and the redshank are three internationally important
species that frequent the area. There is a resident popula-
tion of bottle-nosed dolphin in the Estuary consisting of
over 50 animals, the only known resident population of this
EU Habitats Directive Annex II species in the country.

The Shannon River Basin District

The course of the River Shannon

The Shannon, the longest river in
Britain and Ireland, flows southward
for 344km, from the Shannon Pot in
Co. Cavan, before turning west and
emptying into the Atlantic Ocean
through the Shannon Estuary.
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THE RIVER’S PAST
There is evidence of human settlement in the Shannon area
as far back as the Mesolithic period (7000BC to 4000BC).
Artifacts from the Neolithic period (c. 4000BC to 2300BC),
the bronze age (from c. 2500BC) and the iron age (c.500BC
to 500AD) have all been found in the river. The most dra-
matic concentration of Neolithic materials ever found in
Ireland was recovered from the waters at Killaloe.

One of the most important historic sites on the banks of
the Shannon is Clonmacnois. This venerable site, which is
very popular with tourists, started its long recorded history
when St. Ciaran founded his monastery there around 545AD.
At that time Clonmacnois was at the very crossroads of
Ireland, where the Shannon – the country’s main north-
south route – was crossed by ‘the great road’, Ireland’s most
important east-west route in early historic times.

The Shannon has played a pivotal role in Ireland’s mili-
tary history, because it forms a physical boundary between
the east and west of the country. It is believed that the
Normans came to the Shannon at the time of their conquest
of Ireland in the decades after their first arrival in 1169.
From their bases east of the river, they crossed the Shannon
and established bridgeheads on the other side in their cam-
paign to conquer Connacht in 1235. One of these bridge-
heads was Athlone, where the remnants of the 13th-century
Norman castle still survive by the quayside.

In the Irish Confederate Wars of 1641-53, the Irish
retreated behind the Shannon in 1650 and held out for two
further years against English forces. After his conquest of
Ireland in 1650, Oliver Cromwell reputedly said the remain-
ing Irish landowners would go to “Hell or Connacht”, which
refers to the fact that many were forced to retreat west
across the river Shannon in order to survive. In the
Williamite war in Ireland (1689-91), the Jacobites also
retreated behind the Shannon after their defeat at the
Battle of the Boyne in 1690.

TRANSPORT, ELECTRICITY
AND TOURISM
In more recent centuries the river became important as a
trade and transport route. During the latter part of the
1820s, trade had increased dramatically on the Shannon
with the arrival of paddle-wheeled steamers on the river
which carried passengers and goods. By 1831, 14,600 pas-
sengers and 36,000 tons of freight were being transported
on the river. However, with the opening of the Dublin to
Limerick railway in 1849 the numbers of people using the
Shannon for transport dramatically decreased, as did the
amount of freight transport.

The Shannon is linked into numerous canals along its
course. It is connected to the Erne by the Shannon-Erne link,
formerly known as the Ballinamore and Ballyconnell Canal,
which was restored in 1995. The Grand and Royal Canals
link it to Dublin and the East coast, while the Barrow

A narrow barge passing through
Carrick-on-Shannon

In 1931, Ardnacrusha Power Station
supplied 96% of Ireland’s electricity
needs. Nowadays, it accounts for less
than 2% of our requirements.
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Navigation makes it possible to travel to the South East.
Ballinasloe is linked to the Shannon via the River Suck and
canal, while Boyle is connected via the Boyle canal, the river
Boyle and Lough Kee. There is also the Ardnacrusha Canal
connected with the Ardnacrusha Dam south of Lough Derg.
Lecarrow village in County Roscommon is connected to
Lough Ree by the Lecarrow canal.

It might be possible in the future to travel from Belfast
to Limerick using the Shannon-Erne Waterway. Plans are
afoot to link the waterway with the Ulster Canal, which feeds
into Lough Neagh. If a stretch of the disused Lagan Canal
was reopened, this could be linked to the Erne-Shannon sys-
tem via the Ulster Canal and then the waterways network in
the Republic of Ireland.

In the 1920s work began on the Shannon hydro-electric
scheme at Ardnacrusha. It was the first step of our newly
formed nation on the road to establishing a sound economy.
In 1931, the power station supplied 96% of Ireland’s elec-
tricity needs. Nowadays, it only accounts for less than 2% of

our requirements, but it remains of great importance as a
rapidly available source of power at peak demand and for
cover in cases of emergencies elsewhere in the national grid.

Today the Shannon is an invaluable amenity for natives
and tourists alike. Probably the most well known tourist
activity throughout the Shannon system is the hire of the
infamous Shannon cruiser. In 2006, over 5,000 vessels were
registered with Waterways Ireland, the all-Ireland body
charged with the management of Ireland’s inland water-
ways. In addition to the traditional cruiser, there are large
numbers of canal barges, both hired and privately owned,
using the waters.

Kayaking is an important sport on the river, too, both at
a national and international level. The Wild Water Canoe and
Kayak World Cup was held in Castleconell in 2005, and 21
nations were represented. Angling is another extremely
important tourist activity, which contributes greatly to the
local economy. Both game and coarse angling are popular,
and permits are required for salmon fishing.

A fisherman enjoys the solitude on the banks of the shannon

A kayaker having fun on the weir at Athlone
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BIODIVERSITY
Lough Derg is the biggest lake on the Shannon system and
is Ireland’s third largest lake at 118km2. The lake is charac-
terized by broad bays, a complex indented shoreline and
numerous islands, all fringed by reedbeds and deciduous
woodland. These features mean that as well as being an area
of outstanding beauty, Lough Derg is extremely important in
terms of biodiversity. The entire lake, along with its shoreline
and islands, is designated either candidate Special Area of
Conservation (cSAC), proposed Natural Heritage Area
(pNHA) or Special Protection Area (SPA) in recognition of its
ecological significance.

The diversity of habitats on Lough Derg provide excel-
lent feeding and roosting sites for a range of species. You
can expect to see Greenland white-fronted geese during the
winter, an Annex I species of the EU Birds Directive, as well
as nationally important numbers of mute swan, cormorant,
mallard, teal, tufted duck and golden-eye. The lake also sup-
ports three fish species listed in Annex II of the EU Habitats
Directive, the river lamprey, brook lamprey and salmon, as
well as the globally threatened pollan which occurs nowhere
in Europe outside of the Shannon system. Pollan is now at
“critically low levels” with only hundreds or very low thou-
sands of fish remaining in each of the three Shannon lakes.
The decline in numbers is mainly due to eutrophication, cli-
mate change and the introduction of alien zebra mussels.
Other important species found in Lough Derg, and the
Shannon system, are freshwater pearl mussels and the
white-clawed crayfish, both endangered species.

The presence of invasive species in the Shannon system
has dire implications for the ecology of the waterway and in
turn its socioeconomic value. Invasive species such as the
zebra mussel Dreissena polymorpha, the aquatic plant
Elodea nuttallii, fish such as roach and dace, and mink,
become widespread if nothing is done to control them. The
impacts include alteration and degradation of the aquatic
habitat, suppression and displacement of indigenous
species and ultimately, reduced biodiversity. The fisheries,
navigation and the amenity value of the Shannon would be
compromised, with potentially severe impacts in an area
increasingly reliant on the tourism industry.

The Shannon Callows, located along the river between
Athlone and Portumna, is a seasonally flooded, semi-natural,
lowland wet grassland. The area depends on human inter-
vention in the form of delayed mowing to maintain its eco-
logical integrity. The Callows are internationally important
for wintering wildfowl and waders, and provide refuge for
the corncrake, a bird threatened with global extinction. Two
legally-protected plant species occur on the callows: oppo-
site-leaved pondweed (Groenlandia densa) and meadow
barley (Hordeum secalinum). This is one of only two known
inland sites for the meadow barley in Ireland. The Callows,
between Meelick and Portumna, is a candidate Special Area
of Conservation (cSAC), and a BirdWatch Ireland Corncrake
Conservation Programme has been implemented in the area,

The Zebra Mussel, Dreissena polymorpha,
one of the invasive species threatening
the ecology of the Shannon system

During the winter when the Shannon
Callows are flooded, they become
home to 75% of the world’s
population of Greenland white-
fronted geese. During the summer,
1,500 species of wading birds nest
in the meadows.
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which is home to 40% of the remaining Irish population of
corncrake.

During the winter when the Callows are flooded, they
become home to 75% of the world’s population of Greenland
white-fronted geese. Large numbers of plover are found dur-
ing the winter, as well as widgeon, pintail, teal and plover.
During the summer, 1,500 species of wading birds nest in
the meadows. These include snipe, redshank, sandpiper,
curlew and black-tailed godwit.

THE FUTURE FOR THE SHANNON
Recent media reports have worrying implications for the
future of the Shannon. Dublin City Council has proposed a
controversial scheme to extract 350 million litres of water
per day from the Shannon system – intended to supply
Dublin’s future water needs, and is one of two options being
examined. The alternative is a massive desalination plant in
north county Dublin.

The Shannon Protection Alliance recently marched on
the Dáil to protest against any such proposal. The group fear
that water extraction at this level will have a massive detri-
mental effect on the Shannon system. According to Shannon
Protection Alliance, any such proposal is contrary to the
requirements of the EU Water Framework Directive, the
terms of which we are obliged to meet under EU law.

If there was a dramatic drop in water levels throughout
the Shannon catchment area it could affect tourism, leisure
activities, angling, agriculture, hotel and accommodation
interests, and it could very possibly cause the destruction of
the Shannon's fragile ecology. If the proposal goes ahead,
Lough Ree could run the risk of the demise of its Special

Areas of Conservation, its Natural Heritage Areas and its
Special Protection Areas, which were designated at national
and European levels.

The survival of the Shannon as we know it is not guar-
anteed. Despite the designation of so many SPAs and SACs
throughout the system, the Shannon is still under pressure
from domestic and agricultural pollution, invasive species
and land reclamation. Water quality varies greatly from one
area to the next, for example, the quality of water around
Limerick is quite poor at present due to pollution from
sewage and Phosphorus from agricultural sources.

The Shannon RBD team are working to bring all the
waters of the Shannon to ‘good quality’ status by 2015 as
required by the Water Framework Directive. Their draft
report will be available this December and will outline the
current state of all water bodies in the Shannon system. In
the meantime, everything possible must be done to preserve
this national treasure for future generations. The river
Shannon is an integral part of Ireland’s natural and cultural
heritage and any damage done to it would be detrimental to
the whole nation. �

All images © Shannon River Basin District Project
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The ShannonWaterway
Corridor Studies

A holistic approach to protecting the Shannon

The River Shannon is central to Ireland’s heritage.
The river is also a focus of different interests for
many people – angling, cruising, generating electric-
ity, natural environment and unspoilt landscapes,
water supply, tourism attractions, and attractive
development sites.

Physical reminders of the different stages of our histo-
ry can be found on its shore and in its waters, such as
Clonmacnoise, Iniscealtra, the Shannonbridge fortifications,
Ardnacrusha and its hydroelectric scheme. Native woodland
such as at St John’s Wood on Lough Ree and the black
poplars around Lough Derg, and the Shannon Callows are
highlights of our national stock of natural heritage.
However, current pressures on this fragile resource are
reflected in the decline in water quality and fish stocks, the
diminishing numbers of corncrakes, and the spread of alien
species such as the Zebra Mussel.

The need to balance competing interests around the
Shannon is becoming more acute. How can we conserve this
heritage while allowing for economic and social development?
To do this successfully we need to base decisions and future
plans on a detailed knowledge of the current status and the
environmental and heritage value of the Shannon’s shores and
hinterland. Not only that, there are over 30 bodies with
responsibilities relating to the management of the Shannon -
ranging from government departments, agencies, and local
authorities, to environmental NGOs and community groups. It

is of course difficult to co-ordinate action among all of these.
The Waterway Corridor Studies are a first step towards inform-
ing and co-ordinating action along the Shannon.

THE WATERWAY CORRIDOR
A waterway corridor is wider than the waterway, taking in the
physical landscape, the towns and villages and their associ-
ated activities, including farming, factories, tourism, etc. The
idea of studying waterway corridors has been developed in
North America, and also in the UK. The aim is to manage a
waterway in an integrated way, linking the water with eco-
nomic and social activities which take place in its vicinity as
well as the people and heritage through which it passes. A
corridor study examines all these aspects, consults with peo-
ple locally and nationally, and then draws up a series of rec-
ommended actions intended to protect the unique character
of the corridor and to encourage appropriate development.

Since 2002, the Heritage Council has carried out five
studies covering the entire Shannon from its source down to
Limerick and also along parts of the Royal and Grand
Canals. The local authorities along the river, Waterways
Ireland and Shannon Development, also took part in guiding
and financing these studies. The Corridor concept has
evolved from the idea of a single corridor along the water-
ways containing all these aspects, to a series of overlapping
corridors, each layer dealing with a particular aspect of
activity, such as tourism or heritage such as archaeology.

View towards Meelick, Co. Galway, showing the natural landscape and the Church
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HOW WERE THE SHANNON
WATERWAY CORRIDOR STUDIES
CARRIED OUT?
The archaeology, natural heritage, tourism, landscape, plan-
ning and development were examined in detail. Local com-
munities were consulted through public meetings and wider
consultation through requests for written submissions and
meetings with relevant bodies. A series of policies and rec-
ommendations were then drafted. The opinions of local
inhabitants and users of the waterway are very important in
framing the recommendations, which work at two levels –
some are general and overarching, for example, proposing a
management structure for the Shannon Lakes. Others refer
to places such as towns and villages along the waterway.
Some refer to a particular part of heritage like underwater
archaeology, or the potential effects of boat wash on nest-
ing birds.

The five studies along the Shannon from north to south are:

2006 Lower Shannon from Meelick to Limerick City

2005 Upper Shannon to Roosky including Boyle River,
Lough Key, Lough Allen and Carnadoe Waters

2004 Roosky to Lanesborough and the Royal Canal

2004 Lanesborough to Shannonbridge, including Lough
Ree

2002 Shannonbridge to Meelick and Grand Canal

The complete studies can be downloaded in PDF format from
www.heritagecouncil.ie/waterways/index.html

The main linking objective of all the studies is the
recognition of the Shannon as a national asset that should
be managed as an attractive place to live and work. This
should be balanced with the need to preserve the waterway,
its landscapes and heritage, for future generations.

Specific recommendations include:

A recreational and interpretation strategy for the lower
Shannon area;

Strategies to conserve the heritage on the islands on the
Shannon Lakes;

Protection of floodplains from inappropriate develop-
ment;

An assessment of the carrying capacity of the Upper
Shannon for additional recreational boating;

Linking the waterways to existing and new walking and
cycling trails;

Identification of the waterway corridor area within
County Development Plans;

Development of framework plans for local areas.

PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION
OF THE STUDIES
The studies have been published on CDs and in book format
and are on the Heritage Council website. The data on the
heritage, including industrial heritage, archaeological sites,
natural heritage sites and species, are available in detailed
appendices. However, it is clear that they are not as well
known as they could be, and that the current manner of pre-
senting the information and recommendations could be
greatly improved to allow ease of access. So the Heritage
Council is now looking at setting up a searchable database
on our website which will allow people to search all the stud-
ies at once for recommendations referring to places, organ-
isations, aspects of heritage or economic activity.

The local authorities will also be given the data in a for-
mat to be included in their GIS. �

Beatrice Kelly, Head of Policy and Research,
The Heritage Council

In order to publicise the corridors further the Council is host-
ing a seminar on the Shannon Studies in the Radisson Hotel,
Athlone on November 27th, 2008. The purpose is to show the
usefulness of the studies to planners in local authorities, and
to other users such as NGOs. Speakers include Parks Canada
on the Rideau Canal, local authority planners, the Shannon
River Basin District, and the Shannon Fisheries Board. For
more detail on the programme please see our website,
www.heritagecouncil.ie Booking is essential - please contact
Christena Ryan at the Heritage Council at 056-7770777, or
email: cryan@heritagecouncil.ie

The Heritage Corridor with four distinct landscape
character areas



Tourism is Ireland’s second largest industry, after agri-
culture, and is certainly Ireland’s largest service indus-
try. In 2007, the island of Ireland recorded just over
nine million overseas visitors who collectively spent
€4,436 million in Ireland. Great Britain remains
Ireland’s largest overseas source market, contributing
54% of all visitors, followed by mainland Europe at 30%,
North America at 12% and all other market areas at 4%.

Irish tourism has matured in the period since 1985 –
due to a combination of factors – huge investment in the
tourism product here in Ireland, mainly through successive
EU operational programmes, a buoyant economy both here
and in our main target markets, principally the US and Great
Britain, and the fashion-ability that Ireland experienced as a
holiday destination overseas. In the period 1997-2000
Ireland experienced the most overseas visitors since visitor
numbers started to be recorded in the 1950s. Of the 9+mil-
lion visitors in 2007, 3.2m (in ROI) and 216,000 (NI)
engaged in cultural or historical pursuits, representing 42%

of all visitors to the Republic and 12% of all visitors to
Northern Ireland. A further 768,000 visitors visited gardens
in the Republic and 46,000 visited gardens in Northern
Ireland. Overall this is an increase of 460,000 additional
visitors compared to 2006.

In terms of overseas revenue, whilst the spend on
accommodation and food/drink accounts for the greatest
expenditure at 62%, sightseeing (including visiting cultur-
al/heritage sites) accounts for 5% of all revenue generated,
with shopping accounting for almost 20% of all revenue.

Fáilte Ireland and Tourism Ireland gather their revenue
and tourism numbers annually from our Survey of Travellers
(conducted at the various air and ferry ports) and through
the Central Statistics Office. Visitors are asked about the
range of activities in which they engaged while in Ireland.
Cultural/historical pursuits include visiting museums and
galleries, historic properties, gardens, interpretative cen-
ters, national monuments and other visitor attractions.

The Value of Cultural Heritage
to Irish Tourism
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Waterford Treasures
Heritage Centre

© Fáilte Ireland
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CULTURE SEEKERS & SIGHTSEERS
Tourism Ireland, the agency responsible for the promotion
of the Island of Ireland overseas, has identified ‘sightseers
and culture seekers’ as their main target segment in key
overseas markets. They estimate there to be 75 million
sightseers and culture seekers in our 10 largest markets.
These segments have a pre-disposition towards sight-see-
ing, learning about the destination and its various products,
visiting and experiencing the country and its culture, both
living and historical. Currently sightseers and culture seek-
ers account for about six in every ten holidaymakers, rough-
ly about 2.5.m visitors. Apart from being the main activity
undertaken by visitors to Ireland, our culture and heritage
also remains the main ‘motivator’ for visitors deciding upon
an Irish holiday. Almost 7/10 holiday-makers from Europe,
North America and Long Haul, named it as their core moti-
vator.

Fáilte Ireland regularly undertakes Visitor Attitude
Surveys to gauge the satisfaction rating of our visitors. This
is an opportunity where we can probe deeply into what
makes our visitors choose Ireland above competing destina-
tions, and also they provide feedback on the product in
Ireland. The top 10 most important factors in choosing the
Island of Ireland are:

Beautiful scenery

Friendly hospitable people

Natural un-spoilt scenery

Easy and relaxed pace of life

Country suitable for touring

Interesting history and culture

Good range of historical and cultural activities

Attractive cities and towns

Reasonable priced accommodation

This can be summed up, therefore, in the three key ele-
ments that form a holiday experience as ‘the people, the
place and the pace of life’.

In socio-demographic terms, our target market of sight-
seers and culture seekers tend to be slightly older (42% tend
to be 45+years), they have higher disposable income
(ABC1C2 98%), and they tend to travel with others, usually as
part of a couple or with other family members. They tend to
be well educated and well travelled and the key sources of
information used by this important segment include advice
from friends and family, internet, guidebooks, or film. Movies
shot in Ireland, or inspired by Ireland provide a major source
of inspiration for culture seekers and sightseers.

In terms of revenue, sightseers and culture seekers
spend more than other holidaymakers, €637 versus €506
per trip. They are also more likely to use a car when they
arrive – this is incredibly important in terms of regionality,
because apart from the economic value of cultural visitors,
they are also more predisposed to visiting more regions of
the country. The gardens product is very important for
regional spread. Self-guided garden trails such as those in
Donegal, or West Cork drive traffic to less visited areas and
can be done via car touring or walking/cycling.

‘WE’RE FREE!’
In more straitened economic times, more and more visitors
are looking for less expensive experiences. The cultural and
heritage sector provides the majority of non-fee-paying
attractions in Ireland. Ireland’s National Cultural
Institutions comprise our leading state-funded museums
and galleries, including the National Museum, the National
Gallery, the Irish Museum of Modern Art, The Crawford Art
Gallery in Cork, Chester Beatty Library, as well as great
repositories such as the National Library, the National
Archives and the National Photographic Archive, all of which
are non-fee-paying. Many of our National Monuments in the
care of the Office of Public Works are free to the public, a
full list of which is available at www.heritageireland.ie

Heritage Week, organised annually by the Heritage
Council, is a great week when lots of generally free activities
take place around Ireland to showcase our wealth of built
and natural heritage. Similarly, Culture Night, held annually
in September, and organised by Temple Bar Cultural Trust, is
a great way to be introduced to our vibrant array of cultural
activities in our major cities.

Ireland’s vast array of cultural and historical attractions
are a vital part of the Irish holiday experience and are just
waiting to be discovered or re-discovered. �

Damian O’Brien, Research & Tourism Policy Analyst,
Fáilte Ireland.

For more information please see www.discoverireland.ie

St Killian Heritage Centre, Mullagh, Cavan © Fáilte Ireland

sightseers and culture seekers account
for about six in every 10 holiday-
makers, roughly about 2.5 million visitors
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Conserving Our Natural Heritage
Waterford Co. Council launches

Waterford Biodiversity Action Plan
The first Biodiversity Action Plan for County Waterford was
published by Waterford County Council earlier this year.
Funded by The Heritage Council, the aim of the plan is to
contribute to the conservation and enhancement of natural
heritage in Waterford for the benefit of people and wildlife
in the county. The plan recognises and draws together the
wide range of ongoing work that is already being carried out
by Waterford County Council and other state and semi-state
bodies, non-governmental organisations, voluntary groups
and individuals who are contributing to the knowledge and
conservation of County Waterford’s biodiversity. By bringing
these together, the plan will help to identify, co-ordinate and
prioritise the important actions for biodiversity in County
Waterford.

Heritage Officer with Waterford County Council,
Bernadette Guest is keen to continue the momentum after
the publication of the Local Biodiversity Plan. “We’re start-
ing by increasing understanding of biodiversity in-house
with a training programme for local authority staff and
elected members. This will involve a five-day course high-
lighting the value of biodiversity and the role of Waterford
Co. Council in conserving biodiversity. We will look at areas
where staff can have a practical input through biodiversity
design and roadside planting, hedgerow, verge and bridge
maintenance, open space management, working with com-
munities and biodiversity awareness.”

A key part of the plan is to increase awareness of biodi-
versity in the community and the central role it plays in our
daily lives. “With increasing incidence of severe weather
events we are learning to be more vigilant about the signs
from nature and we value natural resources, such as wet-
lands and trees and hedgerows, for their contribution as
floodplains and carbon sinks. The disappearance or decline
of species is a warning sign that we are in danger of losing
particular habitats. And, of course, not only are we losing
species but also gaining new species. Birds such as the Little
Egret and Cattle Egret, normally associated with the warmer
climes of the Southern Mediterranean, are now established
features of Waterford’s bird population.”

There are many opportunities available to promote
interest and education in Biodiversity and Bernadette men-

The launch of the County Waterford Biodiversity
Action Plan. Left to right: Bernadette Guest,
Heritage Officer Waterford County Council;
Éamon de Buitléar; Cliona O’ Brien, Wildlife
Officer, The Heritage Council.
Photo: Dungarvan Camera Club
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tions some of the activities that have been happening
throughout the year. “We’ve had quite a busy year between
Biodiversity Day, Heritage Week and the Bealtaine Festival
of Outdoor Science Week, which is coordinated by the
Centre for Advancement of Learning in Maths, Science and
Technology (CALMAST) of Waterford Institute of
Technology (WIT). These events allowed families and
schoolchildren to take part in bat walks, whale and dolphin
watching, and field trips to Fenor Bog, Kilfarassy Beach,
Copper Coast Geopark and the National Biodiversity Data
Centre. We have a great range of habitats and special places
within County Waterford and are also fortunate to have a
range of organisations and venues that recognise and cele-
brate this. An eagerly anticipated addition to the biological
records for the county was the recent publication of Paul
Green’s A Flora of Co. Waterford. Containing over 175,000
records, Waterford is one of the few counties fortunate to
have such a flora which is also available online on
http://floraofcountywaterford.biodiversityireland.ie
– enabled by a collaborative project between the National
Biodiversity Data Centre and Paul Green of the Botanical
Society of the British Isles.

Along with the work of the local authority and desig-
nated agencies, awareness of biodiversity is also being pro-
moted at a community level in County Waterford. Fenor Bog
is a model of a community working together (Móin
Fhionnurach Development Association) to conserve a site
recognised for its local biodiversity value and it is the only
community-owned nature reserve in the State. The achieve-
ments of the Fenor Bog Project have been recognised
through many national and international awards, including
the National Tidy Towns Notice Nature Biodiversity Award in
2006 and 2008, and a specially commissioned award by the
Dutch Society for the Preservation of Irish Bogs, also in
2008.

Under the priorities outlined in the Biodiversity Action
Plan, a key concern is the issue of invasive species – alien
plants, such as Japanese Knotweed, Himalayan Balsam and
Giant Hogweed, are found extensively in some parts of the
county now and are competing for habitat with our native
vegetation. In 2006, anglers reeling in an unusual looking
crab at King’s Channel in the River Suir estuary soon
realised they had found Ireland’s first Chinese Mitten Crab.
This was not good news as this species can radically change
the ecology of rivers and estuaries by forming huge popula-
tions and competing with or eating local species – perhaps
including the now rare and protected fish, the Twaite Shad.
Other worrying news of a new resident in the county is the
recent arrival of the grey squirrel.

The most recent survey of red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris)
in Ireland suggests that while the red squirrel is still com-
mon in many parts of the country it has disappeared from
Meath and Westmeath and has been reduced to very small
numbers in Carlow, Kilkenny and Louth. The non-native grey
squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) is responsible for this decline

if we can get people to value
what’s in their locality this is a
key step towards considering
wider conservation and
biodiversity issues

The Fenor Bog Project is the result of the wonderful hard
work by members of the local community, Móin
Fhionnurach Development Association, and is the only
community-owned nature reserve in the State. In 2008
the Fenor Bog Project received an award from the
Dutch Society for the Preservation of Irish Bogs.
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and is now found in all counties except Sligo, Mayo, Galway,
Clare, Kerry and Cork. The grey squirrel displaces red squir-
rels mainly through competition for food, in particular in
broadleaved woodland where it will successfully compete for
nuts such as beech, hazel and oak. In Britain, there is also a
virus (squirrel pox virus) that is harmless when carried by
grey squirrels, but is fatal to red squirrels. No red squirrels
have yet been found suffering from this virus in Ireland but
there is evidence of its presence in grey squirrels in
Northern Ireland.

In a 2007 Irish survey, grey squirrels were reported at
several locations along the River Suir boundary of County
Waterford. In 2008 more reports have emerged, including
one from Mahon Bridge in the south of the county. This
makes Co. Waterford a frontier zone and the continued
spread of grey squirrels is predicted. The loss of the native
squirrel, along with the fact that grey squirrels are much
more damaging to young trees, requires steps to be taken to
try to halt their spread. A project being developed by the
Molecular Ecology Group in WIT, and supported through the
Heritage Office of Waterford Co. Council, aims to contribute
to that task by developing better methods for monitoring
squirrels and by monitoring the distribution of red and grey
squirrels in Co. Waterford. It is hoped that this can be done
with the help of a volunteer network, an essential first step
in raising awareness and perhaps halting the process. A net-

work of 20 volunteers has been established across the coun-
ty and they have received practical field training on squirrel
monitoring. By visiting local woodland sites volunteers can
report sightings of squirrel species, presence of dreys
(nests) and diagnostic feeding signs, such as cone cores.
These reports will feed into a distribution map of squirrels
across the county. Furthermore, volunteers may carry out
fieldwork to provide mammal hair samples for a WIT project
on the development of DNA testing to identify red and grey
squirrels in a site. “This project is an example of where peo-
ple can get involved on a local and practical level, which is
informing a national biodiversity issue and helping to deliv-
er the All-Ireland Species Action Plan for Red Squirrel” said
Bernadette. The old adage ‘think globally, act locally’ still
stands and if we can get people to value what’s in their local-
ity this is a key step towards considering wider conservation
and biodiversity issues.

Looking ahead to next year’s Biodiversity Plan work pro-
gramme, projects planned include management of sites
demonstrating best practice for biodiversity at a range of
habitats (wetland, saltmarsh, riparian and woodland), some
under the care of the County Council; collation of a habitat
map of the county and providing information to the public
on prevention and management of invasive species in the
county.

Further information on the Waterford Biodiversity Plan
and Biodiversity projects in the county can be obtained by
contacting the Heritage Officer, Bernadette Guest at
Dungarvan Civic Offices, Co. Waterford, on 058-20839,
bguest@waterfordcoco.ie and www.waterfordcoco.ie �

Bernadette Guest, Heritage Officer, Waterford Co. Council,
and Dr. Peter Turner, Waterford Institute Technology.

Red Squirrel and Volunteers discussing hair
tubes on a Squirrel Monitoring Training Day

Earth bank in flower. Photo: Michael Trewby
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Kumu Art Museum
Winner of the 2008 European Museum of the Year Award

The European Museum of the Year Award, organised by the
European Museum Forum, celebrated its 31st year with a pres-
entation ceremony and associated activities based at various
venues in Dublin, hosted by the Chester Beatty Library, the
Heritage Council, the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism,
and local sponsor organisations. The 2008 awards were
announced on Saturday 17th May, during a ceremony attended
by more than 200 people from 27 European countries at the
National Gallery, followed by a gala dinner. The winners were
announced by Sir Neil Cossons, EMF’s President, and were pre-
sented by the Forum’s Patron, Her Majesty Queen Fabiola of
Belgium.

The 2008 European Museum of the Year Award went to
Kumu Art Museum in Tallinn, Estonia. The history of this muse-
um is also the history of a new country reaching independence
and reflects the events that led up to it. The establishment of
such a large museum at a time of transition was questioned, but
as a working museum rooted in a diverse society, which influ-
ences all its activities, it has been aware from the beginning of
its responsibility to reach out to groups that do not normally
visit art museums. For example, it has paid special attention to
the Russian minority, which is particularly relevant in the con-
text of Estonian society. Another important aspect is the muse-
um’s skill in first having gathered a collection which represents
a crucial aspect of the Estonian cultural heritage, and then
integrating it into the wider European cultural network. The
museum is an excellent example of how to communicate with its
visitors, which sometimes proves a problem for modern art
museums. Its holistic approach illustrates the importance of
museums and arts in the complex process of mass communica-
tion, and the overall excellence of its building, its exhibitions
and management makes it a worthy winner this year.

Specially commended were Catharijneconvent Museum,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Museum of Almeria, Almeria, Spain;
and Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Museum, London, United
Kingdom. These three museums received a special diploma

recognising their excellence in conception, innovative
approach to interpretation and attention to the needs of their
visitors.

The Micheletti Award for the most promising technical or
industrial museum among the current year’s candidates went
to the Science Museum at the University of Coimbra, in
Portugal, which impressed the judges with its sensitively
restored and designed neoclassical Laboratorio Chimico. With
its theme of ‘secrets of life and matter’, the museum has
crossed scientific discipline-lines and the integration of the
historic building and objects with thoughtfully chosen comput-
er interactives and experiments has proved very successful.

The Council of Europe Award, a bronze statuette by Miró,
goes to Svalbard Museum at Longyearbyen in Norway. This live-
ly museum has an unusual presentation of Svalbard’s 400-year
history, with a scenically designed inner sector allowing the vis-
itors to make their own discoveries, and an educational outer
ring that can be reached easily from outside, with easy access
between the two. The museum is a source of expertise in natu-
ral research and education and its exhibitions on the conditions
necessary to support life and activities in the Arctic, and on
global climate, aim to influence the future behaviour of its visi-
tors. The result for those who come to the museum is entertain-
ing, instructive and thought-provoking.

The aim of the European Museum of the Year awards is to
discover and publicise a museum that has succeeded outstand-
ingly well in dealing with the problems facing museums every-
where, problems of imagination, money, staff morale, bureau-
cracy, integrity and professional pride, taste, social responsibil-
ity and planning for the future. �

For more information please visit www.europeanmuseumforum.org

Kumu Art Museum in Tallinn, Estonia.
To learn more about Kumu, please see www.ekm.ee
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Ireland’s Burning -
How Climate Change will affect you
By Paul Cunningham

Climate change is the biggest threat to our planet today. Rising temperatures and shifting
weather patterns are projected to create havoc. The issue has been hotly debated by experts
and policy-makers; it is now widely accepted that human activity has played a crucial part in
climate change. Few now deny the urgency of the situation. But how will climate change affect
Ireland? What do we know about it? What is happening now? What will happen in the future,
and what can we do about it?

RTÉ’s Environment Correspondent Paul Cunningham takes us on a tour of Ireland, meeting
people whose lives and livelihoods have already been affected or will be affected in the future
– farmers who find their crops threatened by unseasonal weather; coastal residents whose
areas are in danger of collapsing into the sea; and ordinary people whose children will bear
the cost of our actions today. He also speaks to Ireland’s leading climate experts and cam-
paigners, who paint a realistic picture of what lies in store for us over the coming decades;
businesses whose responsibility for leading change is as big as their carbon footprints; and
Environment Ministers, former and current, Noel Dempsey and John Gormley. Cunningham
looks at the proven facts and the various scenarios that may be played out. Finally, the author
sums up what we can do to prevent disaster on a local and global scale.

This is the first book published on climate change in an Irish context and contains specific
chapters on the following: Changes to Irish weather systems; the impact of CO2 emissions;
changes to Irish flora and agriculture; how commuting affects family life; changes to Irish
coastal waters; carbon footprinting and Irish business; coastal erosion; and the plight of
native trees. Ireland’s Burning is a highly readable, accessible book that addresses an issue
that is not going to go away.

Published by Poolbeg Press

ISBN 978-1-84223-331-3

“Books”

READER COMPETITION:
We have five copies of ‘Ireland’s Burning’

to give away.
Simply answer the following question:

What name was given to the Protocol to
the International Framework Convention

on Climate Change in 1997 with the
objective of reducing greenhouse gases

in an effort to
prevent or reduce climate change?

Please send your entry to:
‘Book Competition’, Ireland’s Burning, HER-

ITAGE OUTLOOK, The Heritage Council,
Church Lane, Kilkenny, Co. Kilkenny

The Irish Pub
By James Fennell and Turtle Bunbury

Ireland is synonymous with pubs. Traditionally, the put was the focal point of community life. For
some, alcohol encouraged joyful moments, an emigration of the soul from sometimes unhappy real-
ities. But for most people, the pub was there for sheer delight. You never knew who you’d meet, or
what strange wisdom someone might pass on. Ideas rebounded from the tobacco-stained walls into
every snug and cranny; giddy fiddles and rattling tongues could enliven the darkest corners.

Yet in 21st-century Ireland the traditional Irish pub is rapidly disappearing.

This nostalgic and entertaining tour presents nearly 40 pubs from all four provinces that epitomize
the essential charm of old Ireland. They range from the richly decorated Victorian bars of Belfast
and Dublin to country shop pubs that double as grocery stores, where the décor consists of shelves
laden with tins of fruit, packets of tea and light bulbs. James Fennell’s atmospheric photograhs and
Turtle Bunbury’s engaging and informed descriptions capture the essence of each pub and provide
a rice chronicle of this unique facet of community life.

Here is a tribute to the way things were, a representative record of what survives and a reminder of
the continuing allure of the Irish pub. For today the Irish pub has become a fixed feature of the
social scene across the globe. In these pages, everyone can find the real thing.

Published by Thames & Hudson ISBN 978-0-500-51428-3
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THE FOLLOWNG BOOKS HAVE BEEN SUPPORTED UNDER
THE HERITAGE COUNCIL’S PUBLICATIONS GRANT SCHEME:

Wexford - a town and its landscape
By Billy Colfer

Wexford town has a long and rich history, a varied archival record, and
a powerful personality embedded in its tight streets. In this handsome
volume, Billy Colfer painstakingly builds up the landscape layers that
underpin the town, period by period, component by component. The
focus is different from a conventional history because the comcem-
tration is on helping the reader to understand how the landscape of
the town is evolving. To achieve that understanding in this most cos-
mopolitan of towns, the book ranges far and wide – from the Viking
north to the Mediterranean south, from privateers to navy com-
modores, from croppies to entrepeneurs. The history of the town leaps
into vivid life through 400 illustrations, including 50 new maps, his-
toric prints, photographs and paintings.

The result is a magnificent treatment of the evolution of Wexford
town, understood not just as an abstrat pattern of bricks and mortar,
but as a real place where people lived and loved, shopped and traded,
fell and rose, all the time creating through their accumulated efforts
a rich communal fabric. Wexford town has its own distinctive setting
on its shallow harbour, its own way of doing things, its own accent, its
own inheritance of streets, buildings and spaces. Together, they create
the town, whose story is so beautifully recorded here by Billy Colfer.

This volume on Wexford town emerges out of the internationally suc-
cessful Atlas of the Irish Rural Landscape. The IRISH LANDSCAPE
series was inaugurated by Geraldine Stout’s Newgrange and the Bend
of the Boyne (2002) and Billy Colfer’s The Hook Peninsula (2004),
books that proved hugely popular. Wexford: a town and its landscape
continues the series, but is the first to take a large town as its theme.

Published by Cork University Press

ISBN 978-185918-429-5

Medieval Ireland – Territorial, Political
and Economic Divisions
By Paul MacCotter

This book describes the unique socio-political and economic system of
Gaelic Ireland as it developed during the period from its earliest his-
tory until the Anglo-Norman invasion.

The origins of this system are explored in their European context, and
the components of the system – local kingdom, trícha cét, túath and
baile biataig – are explored, decribed and understood. Special atten-
tion is paid to the trícha cét, and it is demonstrated that this unit was
adopted by the Anglo-Normans to become their cantred. The area of
each cantred is established by use of a new methodology. These bor-
ders can then be used to reconstruct the political geography of pre-
invasion Ireland. A number of other units are considered, especially
the ecclesiastical divisions of parish and rural deanery. Other units
merit attention as the forerunners of our modern townland system.
This is the first book to be published on this area of study, and
includes an invaluable atlas of cantreds.

Published by Four Courts Press

ISBN 978-1-84682-098-4
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Soupers & Jumpers – The Protestant
Missions in Connemara 1848-1937
My Miriam Moffitt

The establishment of Protestant missions in Connemara during the
Famine saved the lives of thousands. The poverty-stricken and starv-
ing flosked to their schools and religious services to obtain food,
although the Irish Church Missions interpreted these vast atten-
dances as proof of devout conversions. Within a few years, bible
schools and Protestant churches staffed by hundreds of mission
agents sprang up throughout Connemara.

The Catholic clergy, aghast at the threat to their flock, responded with
an aggressive campaign against the mission, their most effective tac-
tic being the total ostracisim of converts. The population became
polarised into thos associated with the mission and those who stayed
away.

In reality, the peasant population of Connemara were pawns in the
struggle for supremacy between the Catholic and Protestant
Churches. Soupers & Jumpers details their experiences, and explains
why most returned to the Church of Rome.

Complete with baptismal and marriage registers of the Connemara
parishes of Church of Ireland from 1850 to 1869, Soupers & Jumpers
is a rigorous account of these dramatic events, and the legacy of the
Irish Church Missions.

Published by Nonsuch Publishing

ISBN 978-1-84588-924-1

A Guide to...
The Comeragh
Mountains
By Declan McGrath

The Comeragh Mountains are
an attractive mountain range
in central Waterford, in the
southeastern corner of
Ireland. There is a wealth of
mountain scenery, precipi-
tous cliffs and contorted
ridges alongside rolling
moorland and the range is
surrounded by the rich agri-
cultural land of the county.

An interestiing flora and fauna occurs which can be admired from the
many walks that are possible. Excellent views are possible from the
Comeraghs and the range is visually superb when seen from nearby
roads and vantage points.

This second edition of A Guide to the Comeragh Mountains will tell you
all you need to know about the Comeraghs, how they were formed,
what lives in them, what use is made of them, why they should be cher-
ished and protected and the changes that have taken place in them
since the book was firct published in 1995.

If you would like to experience the enjoyment of exploring the
Comeraghs, read this book. It will add to the excitement of visiting the
range.

ISBN 978-0-9541062-2-5

Táin Bó Flidhais – “The Mayo Táin”
By Stephen Dunford

The Rev. Patrick S. Dinneen describes a Táin as an “act of driving, driv-
ing forth; raid, drive, pursuit; speed, rate; a cattle-raid-or-spoil (T. bó,
id.), cattle, flock, drove or herd, a company, a gang, a large number; the
story of a cattle spoil.”

Táin Bó Flidhais or “The Mayo Táin”, as it was once called, tells the tale
of a brutal, lust-filled cattle-raid by the armies of the queen and king
of Connaught, Meadbh and Ailill and their Ulster ally, Fergus
MacRóigh, in pursuit of the remarkable white maol (hornless) cow and
its owner, Flidhais Fholtchain, a beautiful princess/queen of the cele-
brated Connaught tribe, the Gamhanraidh, and the blood-letting
which it caused.

Táin Bó Flidhais pre-dates the great epic Táin Bó Cuailnge.

Published by Fadó Books

ISBN 978-0-9553218-1-8

“Books”
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poetry

in the beginning
In the beginning was the forest
when earth was young and green,
vibrant with noise.

Birds sang and screeched in giant trees
whose lofty branches reached
above the clouds, seeking blue sky.

Volcanoes puffed, belched, spewed;
earthquakes heaved and groaned,
threw up new islands in strange seas.

Ferocious lightning crackled,
burned away old woods and grasses.
Monsoon rains drenched, revitalised,

sent rivers into flood,
and ice formed giant glaciers
carving great rifts and valleys

out of solid rock.
Swollen seas heaved, turned their tides
in perfect timing with the moon.

Exotic orchids bloomed unseen
in secret woods, and daisies grew
in lush green plains.

Unnamed, untamed animals
owned this energetic world.
And then came man.

By Bernadette McMahon, Co. Kildare

The editor welcomes your letters, poems and other submissions. Please send your contributions to:
The Editor, Heritage Outlook, The Heritage Council, Church Lane, Kilkenny.

Or email: heritageoutlook@gmail.com
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ACROSS
1 Large oval stadium with tiers of seats

(12)
8 Partially carbonised vegetable matter in

our bogs (4)
9 Separate continents were once held

together by this (4,6)
11 Declare invalid or cancel (5)
13 Make a mistake (3)
14 Vassal, possibly in a Belgian city? (5)
16 Scriber or tool for marking surfaces (3)
17 In any argot, an English coin worth four

pence (5)
18 Person preoccupied with their own

thoughts (9)
23 Into the garret, Sir, to see this recorder!

(9)
25 Fruit from which great oaks grow (5)
26 Wooden pin found in Tir na nÓg? (3)
27 Cave-dwelling creature of Scandinavian

folklore (5)
30 The moose was known by this name here

(3)
31 20th c. English astrophysicist, Sir Fred

___ (5)
32 Representation of Iris pseudocorus or

Feileastram in heraldry (5-2-3)
33 Make senseless, shock or stupefy (4)
35 Prehistoric tomb as at Poulnabrone (6,6)

DOWN
2 No lapsing during this liturgical chant! (9)
3 How Romans wrote their number 9? (2)
4 Small native tree which grows by rivers

and lakes (5)
5 Characteristic of an agrarian life or

economy (5)
6 Our wild ones took flight to fight in

Europe (5)
7 An edge tool used to cut and shape wood

(4)
8 Robert Lloyd ___ author of ‘The way that I

went’ (7)
10 An artist’s studio or workroom (7)
12 Narrow strips of wood for supporting

plaster (5)
15 Where crannogs and ring-forts abound

in Lough ___ , Co Limerick, (3)
19 Would a tyke run from this gaoler? (7)
20 County town of Tyrone, on the river

Strule (5)
21 System where community and environ-

ment function as ecological unit (9)
22 12th c. Cistercian abbey near Saltmills in

Wexford (7)
24 Fruiting spike of cereal plant (3)
27 Tussocks or bunches (5)
28 Portent, foreboding or prognostication (4)
29 Slow, dignified manner in a musical com-

position (5)
30 Happening or phenomenon (5)
34 Petty Officer from a river in Italy? (2)

To win a book voucher
worth €50, please send your
completed grid, plus name and
address, to:

HERITAGE OUTLOOK
Crossword Competition,
Attention: Isabell
The Heritage Council,
Church Lane, Kilkenny, Co Kilkenny.
Closing date: March 1st 2009

Congratulations to
Philomena Kelly, Tulla, Co. Clare,
who sent in the winning entry to
our last crossword competition.

Solution to Crossword No. 10, Heritage
Outlook Summer/Autumn 2008:

ACROSS: 1. cohorts; 5. chalice; 8. newel;
9. alabaster; 11. arboretum; 12. canal;
13. Altamont Gardens; 18. Ballyhack
Castle; 22. Sibyl; 24. Farmleigh;
26. erstwhile; 27. cruel; 28. equerry;
29. salvers.

DOWN: 1. cantata; 2. hawkbit; 3. ruler;
4. spartan; 5. chasm; 6. araucaria;
7. enrolls; 10. tan; 14. lea; 15. mayflower;
16. tic; 17. nil; 18. besiege; 19. kernels;
20. tribune; 21. exhales; 23. bus;
24. fairy; 25. local.

Crossword
No. 11
(compiled by Nóinín)
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DVD: RESTORING PRIORITY WOODLAND
HABITATS IN IRELAND
Coillte is restoring PriorityWoodland Habitat in Ireland across 550
hectares in a major restoration project, jointly funded by the
European Union DG-Environment under the EU LIFE-Nature
Programme. Project works are illustrated in a new DVD launched dur-
ing European Forest Week this year. This 30-minute DVD captures
the achievement and hard work by all involved in the project. It fea-
tures footage from five of the nine priority woodlands.

This DVD, promoting the work that is ongoing in restoring priority
woodland habitat was launched by Dr Declan Little, of Woodlands of
Ireland, on October 22nd in the Visitors’ Centre, Phoenix Park,
Dublin. For more information on the project:
www.woodlandrestoration.ie

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND –
COUNTRY LIFE
Turlough Park, Castlebar, Co. Mayo.

Sunday 23 November - Talk: Wake Rituals and Traditions - Join Ann
Ridge to hear about Wake rituals and traditions in rural Ireland.
2.30pm-3.30pm

Thursday 27 November - Lecture Series: The Moylough Belt
Shrine: A Medieval Treasure - Medieval Relics & Reliquaries in
Ireland, Raghnall O’Floinn, Head of Collections, National Museum of
Ireland. 10.00-11.30am

Saturday 29 November - Drop in Event: Connacht Spinners and
Weavers-Weaving. Come along to meet the group or join them for
the day by bringing your own knitting, crochet, felting, etc. 11am-
4pm

Tuesday 16 December - Workshop: Mummers Masks. Adults and
children over 7 years. The Mummers were a group of people who tra-
ditionally performed an intricate play with varied characters around
Christmas time. Join Ted Kelly to make a Mummers mask. 2-3pm.

Sun 21 December - Performance: “The Holly Bears a Berry” - A con-
cert celebrating the Winter Solstice and the coming of Christmas
through traditional tunes and songs with musician Emer Mayock and
guests. 3.00-4.30pm.

Sunday 4 January - Theatrical Performance: The Mummer’s Play -
Watch the Sligo ‘Sidhe Gaoithe’ Mummers bring to life such charac-
ters as St. Patrick, Brian Boru and many more in this traditional
Mummer’s play. 2.30pm –3.30pm.

Exhibition: The Moylough Belt Shrine
The Moylough Belt Shrine is one of the great treasures of medieval

Ireland. It was found in Moylough, Co. Sligo, in the 1940s by local
man John Towey when he was cutting turf. The Moylough Belt Shrine
is the only known surviving example of a belt shrine in Ireland.
Exhibition runs until June 2009.

Creative Writing Competition: The National Museum of Ireland-
Country Life invites you to use your creative writing skills by compos-
ing a poem or a short story inspired by the Moylough Belt Shrine.

Deadline March 31st, 2009. For an application form or further infor-
mation please contact the Education & Outreach Bookings Office.

Contact the National Museum of Ireland – Country Life, Turlough
Park, Castlebar, Co. Mayo, Tel: 094 9031751/ 01 6486304. Email:
educationtph@museum.ie Website: www.museum.ie

Booking Office Hours: Monday to Friday 10am-2pm.

IMPLEMENTING SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT:
EMPOWERING LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Comhar SDC 2008 Annual Conference, Radisson Hotel, Stephens
Street, Dublin 2.

11-12 November 2008

Translating national policy on sustainable development into action
on the ground requires a range of responses at local level. Local
authorities play a key role but a wide range of sectoral agencies,
business, community and voluntary groups as well as individual citi-
zens must engage in this process. Our Annual Conference will focus
on how we can make this process better. We will also highlight mod-
els of good practice that can inspire other communities.

This one and a half day conference will examine the role of regional
and local authorities, local communities and local groups in foster-
ing positive change in relation to sustainable living.

1. Governance and structures: the role of local and regional authori-
ties 2. Local communities and best practice 3. Developing local
responses for adapting to climate change 4. Local and regional indi-
cators for sustainable development

Please see the conference website, www.comharsdc.ie

CELEBRATING LAOIS HERITAGE 2008
The annual ‘Celebrating Laois Heritage’ conference will take place in
Mountmellick Museum, Co. Laois, on Saturday 15 November. For fur-
ther details see www.laois.ie/heritage, or contact Catherine Casey,
Laois Heritage Office, ccasey@laoiscoco.ie

WORKING TOGETHER BETTER FOR THE
SHANNON
One-day seminar ’Working Together Better for the
Shannon Corridor Studies: a Tool for Everyone’ will take place
on Thursday November 27th 2008 at the Radisson SAS, Athlone.
The Heritage Council is hosting a seminar to progress the work of its
Shannon Waterway Corridor Studies and to explore ways for all agen-
cies involved in management of the Shannon to work together for
the benefit of the river and its communities. This seminar is aimed at

Notice Board
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Notice Board
local authority personnel (county councillors, county managers, plan-
ners, environment section, heritage officers, state agencies, and
members of the public, etc.). Speakers include Ruth Delany, Parks
Canada, the Heritage Council, NPWS, Shannon Development, and
Clare County Council. See www.heritagecouncil.ie

FROM ANCIENT STANDING STONES
TO THE PILLARS OF 19TH CENTURY
CLARE SOCIETY
The Clare Archaeological and Historical Society Autumn/Winter
Lecture Series includes the following:

On 10 November, Terri Shoosmith explores how the 19th century
ideal of the woman as the ‘Angel of the House’ holds up when com-
pared to reality using contemporary documents of the time from
County Clare.

On 8 December Tom Moloney, M.Litt. in Archaeology, presents
‘Standing Stones Of Co. Clare’ - a study of the Bronze Age monolith
tradition and its landscape setting in Clare.

On 12 January 2009, Dr. Pat Nugent, Medieval Historian and
Lecturer, will discuss Ireland’s best example of a traditional clan in a
talk entitled ‘The O'Hehir Clan Of Uí Cormaic/Drumcliffe in the 16th
and 17th Century’.

On 9 February, Michael Lynch, Field Monument Advisor, Clare County
Council, presents ‘Excavations On Horse Island’, in which he will take
a look at the findings of this rescue archaeology operation in West
Clare.

The final lecture in the current series takes place on 9 March and
will feature a presentation by Fr. John Jones, P.P., St. Caimin’s,
Mountshannon. ‘Stamp collection as a study of history’ will examine
how stamp collecting can enhance enjoyment of the study of history.

Meanwhile, the Clare Archaeological and Historical Society has
announced that it is currently inviting members of the public to join
the organisation. The society was founded during the 1960s.
Lectures are held monthly from October to March and day trips to
historical sites in Clare and beyond are conducted from April to
September.

The society’s Autumn/Winter Lecture Series 2008/2009 will take
place in the Ennis-based Clare Museum at 8.30p.m. Further informa-
tion from 065-6823382, 087-9165916 or egreene@clarecoco.ie.

FIFTH IRISH ORNITHOLOGICAL
RESEARCH CONFERENCE
University College Cork, 15-16 November 2008

It is five years since the fourth Conference on Ornithological
Research in Ireland was held at University College Cork in November
2003. Since then a number of projects have been completed, others
started and some long-term studies are ongoing. It is therefore
appropriate at this time to provide an up to date summary of our
ornithological research activities. The fifth conference in this
series will take place at University College Cork on 15-16 November
2008. As before, all workers in Irish Ornithology, at the Universities,
Institutes of Technology, the Government Departments and

Conservation Organisations are invited to submit abstracts. For more
information, see www.ucc.ie/en/corc2008/

ARTS OF THE BOOK AND SACRED
TRADITIONS AT THE CHESTER BEATTY

LIBRARY

With all the talk of recession and economic doom and gloom, isn’t it
great that you can still enjoy an abundance of visual riches at ‘not
just the best museum in Ireland, but one of the best in Europe’ and
isn’t it even better that it is all absolutely free?

Described by our visitors as ‘spellbinding’ and ‘extraordinary’, our
award-winning exhibitions will take your breath away. Arts of the
Book includes the world famous Chester Beatty Love Poems (c.1160
BC), Egyptian Books of the Dead, and beautifully illuminated
medieval European manuscripts, fine European printed books, as well
as Old Master prints. This exhibition also explores the richness of the
Islamic manuscript tradition - illustrations and illuminations, callig-
raphy, and exquisite bindings from across the Middle East and India
are on display. Highlights from East Asia include one of the finest
collections of Chinese jade books in the world, Japanese picture-
scrolls depicting fables and legends, and deluxe woodblock prints.
Audio-visual programmes complement the exhibition, helping the vis-
itor to learn more about the arts of the book throughout the world.

The Sacred Traditions exhibition exhibits the sacred texts, illuminat-
ed manuscripts and miniature paintings from the great religions and
systems of belief represented in the collections - Christianity, Islam
and Buddhism with smaller displays on Confucianism, Daoism,



Sikhism and Jainism. The Biblical Papyri, the remarkable collection of
Qur'an manuscripts and scrolls and books of Buddhist thought pro-
vide the focus for the displays.

So why not join the hundreds of thousands of visitors who have
already discovered one of Ireland’s ‘hidden gems’? For more, see
www.cbl.ie

IRISH BUTTERFLY MONITORING SCHEME
This scheme was set up by the National Biodiversity Data Centre to
develop a network of monitoring sites/transects across the country.
If you’re interested in setting up a transect in your area, please con-
tact Stefanie Fleischer at sfleischer@biodiversityireland.ie

BIRD ATLAS 2007-2011
A joint project to map all of Ireland’s and Britain’s birds during both
the winter and the breeding season. Volunteers needed across
Ireland. See www.bto.org/birdatlas/

BATLAS 2010
Bat Conservation Ireland is looking to increase our knowledge of
bats throughout the country. If you have a bat detector, have had
some level of bat detector training, and can identify even one bat
species with confidence, then you can definitely help.

For further information see www.batconservationireland.org

DONEGAL BIODIVERSITY PROJECT
The Donegal Biodiversity Project aims to increase the knowledge of
the fauna and flora of County Donegal through long-term scientific
survey and research. For further information contact Ralph Sheppard
at rsheppard@eircom.net or John Cromie at john@skylark.ie

EDIBLE FOREST FUNGI OF IRELAND
2008-2010
This project assesses the occurrence of edible fungi in Irish forestry
and woodlands. If you’re interested in surveying a plot in your local
forest or woodland contact Maria Cullen at maria.cullen@ul.ie
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Borderlands –
a journey through ancient times
The Historical Sites of Ireland’s Eastern Border Region
‘Borderlands’ is a new heritage tourism cross-border project, part-funded by
the EU, which has been created to publicise the amazing 6,000-year story of
Ulster’s changing borders and over 50 historical sites in Ireland’s northeast
border region. The positive changes occurring on this island have facilitated
the easy access to many of the wonderful attractions located in the mystical
and historical borderlands region and these are featured in a stunning new
100-page guide, website and promotional campaign to attract domestic and
overseas tourists.

The recent changes in the east border area have inspired the collaboration
between the councils of Armagh, Banbridge, Newry and Mourne in Northern
Ireland and the counties of Louth and Monaghan in the Republic.

This guide details over 50 diverse heritage locations to discover, set in beauti-
ful landscapes, picturesque villages and thriving counties of Down, Armagh,
Louth and Monaghan. These historic (and pre-historic) sites span 6,000 years
of this island’s history and are distinct in their nature and appeal.

Those interested in early Ireland and archaeology can revel in the plethora of
Neolithic stone tombs, Bronze Age burial grounds and hill forts to explore.
Families and schools looking for a day out will find there is plenty of choice
between outdoor exploration and an indoor trip to one of many museums, mills
or castles. Hikers and hill walkers will come across many of the historic gems
on their trails. Whatever the choice, each venue provides an educational and
enjoyable insight into our island’s heritage.

Many centres cater for group visits,
special interest clubs, schools and colleges.

For more information, please see
www.borderlands-ireland.com
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Cavan: Ann Marie Ward
Cavan County Council,
The Farnham Centre, Farnham
Street, Cavan
Tel. 049-4378614 email:
amcurley@cavancoco.ie

Cork: Sharon Casey
Heritage Unit
Cork County Council
Millview House
Victoria Cross, Cork
021-4818006 email:
sharon.casey@corkcoco.ie

Cork City: Niamh Twomey
Cork City Council,
City Hall, Cork
Tel. 021-4924018 email:
niamh_twomey@corkcity.ie

Clare: Congella McGuire
Clare County Council
New Road, Ennis, Co Clare
Tel. 065-6846408
email: cmcguire@clarecoco.ie

Dublin City:
Donncha O’Dulaing
Dublin City Council
Planning & Development
Department
Block 3 Floor 3
Civic Offices, Wood Quay
Dublin 8. Tel. 01-222 3184
email: donn-
cha.odulaing@dublincity.ie

Donegal: Dr Joe Gallagher
Donegal County Council
Station Island, Lifford
Co Donegal
Tel. 074-9172576 email:
j.gallagher@donegalcoco.ie

Dun Laoghaire Rathdown:
Tim Carey
Dun Laoghaire Rathdown
County Council
County Hall, Dun Laoghaire
County Dublin
Tel. 01-2054868
email: tcarey@dlrcoco.ie

Fingal: Dr Gerry Clabby
Fingal County Council
PO Box 174, County Hall
Swords, Co Dublin
Tel. 01-8905697 email:
gerryclabby@fingalcoco.ie

Galway City: Jim Higgins
Galway City Council
City Hall, College Road
Galway
Tel. 091-526574 Ext. 547
email:
jim.higgins@galwaycity.ie

Galway County:
Marie Mannion
Galway County Council
Forward Planning Section
County Hall, Prospect Hill
Galway Tel. 091-509000 Ext.
198 email:
mmannion@galwaycoco.ie

Kerry: Una Cosgrave
Kerry County Council
Aras an Chontae
Tralee, Co Kerry
Tel. 066-7121111 email:
una.cosgrave@kerrycoco.ie

Kildare: Bridget Loughlin
Kildare County Council
Aras Chill Dara, Devoy Park,
Naas, Co Kildare
Tel. 045-980791
email: Bloughlin@kildarecoco.ie

Kilkenny:
Dearbhala Ledwidge
Kilkenny County Council
County Hall, John Street
Kilkenny
Tel. 056-7794126
email:
dearbhala.ledwidge@kilkennycoco.ie

Laois: Catherine Casey
Laois County Council
Áras an Chontae
Portlaoise, Co Laois
Tel. 0502-8674348
email: ccasey@laoiscoco.ie

Limerick: Tom O’Neill
Limerick County Council
County Buildings
79/84 O’Connell Street
Limerick Tel. 061-496000
email: toneill@limerickcoco.ie

Longford:
Mairead Ni Chonghaile
Longford County Council
Áras an Chontae
Great Water Street
Longford, Co. Longford
Tel. 043-40731
email:
mnichonghaile@longfordcoco.ie

Louth:
Brendan McSherry
Louth County Council, County
Hall, Millennium Centre,
Dundalk, Co Louth
Tel. 042-9324109 email:
brendan.mcsherry@louthcoco.ie

Mayo:
Dr. Deirdre Cunningham
Mayo County Council
Áras an Chontae
Castlebar, Co Mayo
Tel. 094-9047684 email:
dcunningham@mayococo.ie

Meath:
Dr. Loretto Guinan
Meath County Council
County Hall
Navan, Co Meath
Tel. 046-9097404
email: lguinan@meathcoco.ie

Monaghan:
Shirley Clerkin
Monaghan County Council,
Community and Enterprise,
Market Street, Monaghan
Tel. 047-38140 Ext. 312
email:
shclerkin@monaghancoco.ie

North Tipperary:
Dr Siobhan Geraghty
North Tipperary County Council,
Civic Offices, Limerick Rd,
Nenagh
Tel. 067-44587 email:
sgeraghty@northtippcoco.ie

Offaly: Amanda Pedlow
Offaly County Council
Charleville Rd
Tullamore, Co Offaly
Tel. 057-9346839
email: apedlow@offalycoco.ie

Roscommon:
Nollaig McKeon
Roscommon County Council,
Courthouse
Roscommon
Tel. 090-6637100
email:
nmckeon@roscommoncoco.ie

South Dublin:
Dr. Rosaleen Dwyer
South Dublin County Council
Town Hall, Tallaght
County Dublin
Tel. 01-4149000
email: rdwyer@sdublincoco.ie

Sligo: Siobhan Ryan
Sligo County Council
Riverside. Sligo
Tel. 071-9111226
email: sryan@sligococo.ie
or heritage@sligococo.ie

Waterford:
Bernadette Guest
Waterford County Council
Civic Offices, Dungarvan
Co Waterford
Tel. 058-20839 email:
bquest@waterfordcoco.ie

Wicklow: Deirdre Burns
Wicklow County Council
County Buildings
Wicklow
Tel. 0404-20100 email:
dburns@wicklowcoco.ie
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LOCAL AUTHORITY HERITAGE OFFICERS

What is Heritage?
Under the National Heritage Act (1995), ‘heritage’ is defined as including the following areas:

– Monuments – Archeological Objects – Heritage Objects – Architectural
heritage – Flora and Fauna – Wildlife Habitats – Landscapes – Seascapes and

Wrecks – Geology – Heritage Gardens and Parks – Inland Waterways

Heritage Council staff can be contacted at:
The Heritage Council, Church Lane,

Kilkenny, Co Kilkenny.
Tel. 056-7770777 Fax. 056-7770788

Email: mail@heritagecouncil.com
www.heritagecouncil.ie




